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Barnette says administration used him as 'scapegoat'
by Bob Ellis
editorial editor
Melvin Barnette, vice president in
charge of business and finance, "this
week left the employ of the University,"
said Interim President Walter Cox.
In a statement released Monday,
Barnette called his "termination" an attempt to "clean house" and find a "scapegoat" by some University officials.
"I believe my dismissal was grossly unfair and I must, for the sake of my family,
take every effort to protect my rights," he
said.

Barnette said that he was asked to
resign July 29. "At that time," he said, "I
was told by President Cox that I was being dismissed because of a 'perception'
that some executive officers had lost
credibility."
After being asked to resign, he was
"then placed on medical leave until my
final 'retirement,'" Barnette said. At that
time, Barnette said he was going on sick
leave "upon the advice" of his doctor.
During the time he was on sick leave,
Barnette said his repeated requests for a
written explanation for his dismissal went
unanswered.

"On Oct. 7, I finally received written
notice of the 'reasons' for my termination," he said. "The reasons cited are
either untrue or minor. Certainly, they do
not justify dismissal.
"Most of all, cited allegations occurred
more than a year ago, some occurred two
and three years ago. All can be refuted or
explained."
Barnette said that he could not comment on any of the reasons that were cited
against him.
Barnette, 52, was employed by the
University for 28 years. He received his
undergraduate and master's degrees from

the University.
Last year, Barnette failed to report to
then-President Bill Atchley an on-going
drug investigation into the athletic department.
Barnette had been told "to keep his
superiors informed" about the progess of
the investigation by then 13th Circuit
Solicitor Bill Traxler.
Barnette was also indicated as giving
free plane rides to State Auditor Ed
Vaughn and other state officials to the
Boston College football game last fall.
"I am one of the very few upperSee Barnette, page 11

Homecomin festivities underway
Tigerama
tonight
by Bob Adams
managing editor
Clemson goes to the movies
tonight when the 29th annual
Tigerama begins at 7 p.m. with a
pep rally in Memorial Stadium.
The theme for this year's
festival is "Cinema Clemson,"
and five fraternities and one
sorority will present their silver
screen versions of Tiger football
at 7:30 p.m. following the pep
rally.
Following the skits, the Pershing Rifles will perform, Miss
Homecoming and her court will
be announced, and the largest
fireworks display in South
Carolina will light the stadium.
Hosts for Tigerama '85 are
Jane Robelot of WSPA-TV and
Russ Cassell of WFBC-FM,
both former students of the
University.
The skits to be presented
were chosen in tryouts three
weeks ago. Seventeen groups
competed for the six positions,
according to Tigerama '85
director Jerry Emory.
Competing for the $600 first
place award are Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity's "Raiders of
the Lost Rock," Kappa Sigma
fraternity's "Super Dan,"
Sigma Nu fraternity's "Clemson Strikes Back," Chi Psi
fraternity's "The Wizard of
Paws." Phi Delta Theta fraterSee Tigerama, page 10

Finalists pose at the Miss Homecoming pageant.

Rob Biggerstaff/senior staff photographer

Homecoming finalists selected
by AnnaMaria Marchionne
staff writer
As the sequins flashed and
smiles radiated, the 10 finalists'
names of the 1985 Miss Homecoming Pageant were announced
Tuesday night in Tillman Hall.
Campus-wide elections were
held Thursday and will continue
through 2:15 p.m. today to elect
the Homecoming Queen from the
10 finalists. Members of Blue
Key honor fraternity will escort
the finalists at Tigerama, where
Miss Homecoming will be crowned.
Jane Robelot, a local television
personality, and Tim Bourrett of
the sports information department hosted the pageant and announced the finalists.
The 10 finalists and their sponsors are: Joyce Dell Logan—Cope
Hall, Christy Michele Parker—
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,

Andre Linda Gee—Mortar Board
Susan Parler Gasque—Student
Alumni Council, and Elizabeth
Barret Woodard —Barnett
Hall.
The other finalists, Tracy
Allison Martini—Delta Gamma
sorority, Cynthia Denise
Greene—Tiger Brotherhood
Shannon Hallowell—White Water
Club, Julia Garrison Barton
—Alpha Delta Pi sorority, and
Jennifer Jill Bussey—Delta
Delta Delta sorority, complete
the court.
The five non-student judges
were Cynthia Cooley, Karen
Eckford, Dan Greene, Joey
Sanders, and Margaret Smith.
They based their decisions on
three criteria: personal interview,
sportswear, and evening gown
competitions.
The 54 campus organizations

that entered a contestant in the
pageant each paid $25. The
pageant was sponsored by Student Government, directed by
Lisa Johnson, and produced by
Beverly Lovell.
Entertainment as well as beauty
highlighted the evening. The
sportswear competition was
preceded by "New York, New
York" sung by Wayne Brown. In
between the sportswear and the
evening gown competitions, the
Rally Cats provided entertainment, as well as Dr. Edwin
Freeman, who gave a humorous
interpretation of phonetic punctuation.
Miss Homecoming and her
court will parade around the field
in Memorial Stadium on a float
built by Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity during halftime of the
Virginia game.

Board will
name new
president
The Board of Trustees is expected to announce the new
University president at 2 p.m. in
the Alumni Center Monday. The
announcement will follow a 10 a.m.
meeting of the Board, which is
expected to be held in executive
session.
The number of candidates being considered remains undisclosed.
"The selection committee was
charged with the duty of submitting no less than four names to
the Board for final consideration," Board Chairman Louis
Batson said, citing a provision of
the selection process adopted by
the trustees March 23.
Originally under the selection
process the new president was
supposed to have been announced
Oct. 1.
At their Sept. 20 meeting, the
trustees lifted the Oct. 1 deadline, saying the new president
would be named "as soon as practical."
Reports indicate that two of
the candidates may be Dr. Benton
Box and Dr. Garrett briggs.
Box has been dean of the College of Forest and Recreation
Resources at. Clemson since
1978.
Briggs is dean of physical and
mathematical sciences at North
Carolina State University.
The new president will take the
place of Interim President
Walter Cox, who has served as
vice president of student affairs.

Police arrest 21 at Hank Williams9 weekend concert
by Vineeta Ambasht
news editor
Twenty-one arrests were made
at the Hank Williams Jr. concert
in Littlejohn Coliseum Saturday
night. Among those arrested
were three University students,
students.
Paul N. Cote and Jeffrey D.
Collins were arrested for illegal

possession of alcohol, and
Also arrested for illegal possesWilliam H. Johnson was arrested sion of liquor were Steven B.
for possessing liquor as a minor. Gilstrap, Steven M. Poole,
Three juveniles were taken into Donald E. Oshields, Robert M.
custody for various offenses and Peden, Robert H. Jeffcoat, Brian
released to their parents, C. Harlan, Donald E. Spivey, and
McCrary said.
William E. Grey
Johnny L. Rudd was arrested
Seven people were arrested for
for simple possession of mari- disorderly conduct: David A.
juana and illegal possession of li- Mitchell, James C. Keller,
quor at the concert.
Samuel L. Roberts, Gary A.

Gibbs, Joan L. Johnston,
Dewayne F. Tome, and Mona M.
Stanczak.
A student was arrested for
"verbally abusing" a University
ticket officer last Friday, CUPD
Investigator Thea McCrary said.
Dirk William Servine, who
allegedly shouted obscenities at
Officer Bea Patterson from the

seventh floor of C-section
Johnstone Hall.
Patterson was ticketing
vehicles at the time.
Officer Mac, a robot on loan
from Greenville City Police
Department, will be in
the loggia Monday from 10 a.m.
till noon to distribute literature
on crime prevention.
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The countdown for a $25
million education center began
when Senator Strom Thurmond
donated his memoirs and
public papers to his alma
mater. Four years of planning
becomes reality next month...

THE STROM
THURMOND
CENTER

When ground will be broken for Institute
by Foster Senn
editor in chief
Behind the library on the
morning of Nov. 8 before a crowd
expected to number in the thousands, Vice President George Bush
and U.S. Senator Strom Thurmond
will turn the first soil for the
Strom Thurmond Institute.
The $5.5 million Institute
building is the first of three
buildings scheduled to be built as
part of the Strom Thurmond
Center for Excellence in Government and Public Service, a plan-

ned $25 million educational
facility.
It is a facility designed for
civic education, continuing education, and performing arts, a
facility that will bring national
figures and policy-makers to
Clemson, a facility Interim President Walter Cox says "will be a
tremendous asset to the University,"
a facility that will spell the end of
a portion of Palmetto Boulevard,
and the end of the commuter
parking lot beside Lowry Hall.
The ground-breaking ceremonies and Bush's visit next

month will represent the culmination of four years of work on
the "Strom Thurmond Centerfour years of talking, planning,
and raising money since Thurmond announced Oct. 29, 1981,
that he was giving his public
papers and memorabilia to Clemson, the school he graduated
from in 1923.
Thurmond is the president protempore of the Senate. He has
served as a South Carolina senator
for many years.
Thurmond's announcement triggered a move by University of-

file photo

Pictured above is a model of the Strom Thurmond Institute building, the circular
plaza, the back of the library (top left corner), and Barre Hall (top right corner).

ficials to establish the Thurmond
Center, which evolved into a mission with three primary programs: civic education, continuing education, and cultural
education.
There are plans for two other
buildings besides the Institute—
an auditorium facility for the
arts and a continuing education
building costing more than
$10 million.
The buildings are scheduled to
be built on the stretch of land
behind the library between Lowry Hall and Barre and Lehotsky
Halls. There will also be a plaza
area between the librarv and the
Institute—a plaza that will cut
off Palmetto Road.
Although the ground-breaking
ceremony for the Institute is less
than a month away, construction
is not expected to begin until late
winter, said Mark Wright, University master planner. Architects have not yet submitted
final plans and a contractor has
not been chosen.
Through donations from many
individuals, $5.1 million has been
raised for the Institute, which is
about $400,000 short of the
amount needed. Officials say
that raising the rest of the money
should not be a major problem.
"We've received great support
from the public," said Horace
Fleming, director of the Institute. "We've received money
from people of all persuasions."
The Institute offers six programs:
• the Thurmond Seminars in
Government and Politics which
bring groups of professionals to
the Clemson campus for intensive discussions in public policy
with key figures in the public and
private sectors;

Strom Thurmond
• the Strom and Nancy Thurmond
High School Achievement Program which brings a select group
of high school sophomores and
juniors to the Clemson campus
each summer for a special orientation to college life and to
careers in public service;
• the Thurmond Scholars Program which annually awards full
scholarships to four academically
exceptional entering freshmen;
• the Distinguished Lecturers
Program which is designed to
bring to the Clemson camDus
public officials;• the Lecture Series in which
leading national and international policy and opinion makers
are invited to the campus;
• and the Governmental Research Program which focuses
upon specific problems and offers
practical solutions.
The construction, however, will
mean the closing of the commuter lot beside Lowry Hall later
this academic year. Wright says
that the University is considering building a couple of lots
behind Lee Hall to make up for
the lost spaces.

Computers bring out violence

Bryan Fonunts riead [-

Pomp and Circumstance
PiKA brother Mike Toms brings chicken wire to life as
he "pomps" a float on Bowman field.

Have you ever wanted to strangle a computer? I log on.
And the computers are so nice when you make a
mean, like just choke the "Syntax errors" right out
mistake, too. You type in your user ID, and it tells
of its little green, glowing head?
you something like "improper input, Miss
Ambasht." Well, about the 30th time you have
ON THE LINE
managed to find "just one more" improper input
combination, that's about enough to send your hand!
Vineeta Ambasht into your knapsack. Oh, you know, the one you keep
a sledgehammer in for just such occasions.
Temper, temper! If you want to know how I
News Editor
finally logged on, I couldn't tell you. I think I had
Normally, I'm not a violent person. When my smashed the keyboard with my fist, accidentally hit
column comes in late, and John Padgett, the copy the return key, and all of a sudden it was asking me
editor, and his crew are pacing around muttering for my password.
Who said "never look a gifthorse in the
expletives, I don't even give that water gun, only
mouth?"
A wise man, he was. I scampered ahead
inches from my grasp, a second thought.
like
a
kid
who
finally gets his ice cream bar unstuck
I don't even ambush the squirrels on campus
from the paper and is full of nervous energy, trying •
anymore.
But those computers: Oh, they make me so to manipulate it into his mouth.
You're just so close—and then, plop. You knew
mad! Not once have I communicated with one and
it
would
happen—Eddie Murphy told you so. In fact,,
left the computer room in the same state of sanity or
isn't that Murphy's law?
with as much hair as when I came in.
And just when I could feel the touch of that proSometimes I 'm sure of it; those things are really
alive. I know they derive pleasure from the pain and gram in my hands, it did it to me again. Nothing
anxiety they inflict upon the average student. And happened. That computer sat watching me squirm
when you get a student that's not even average, you in my chair as I sought the professional advice of a
student who was excited because he logged on in his
know its party-time in there.
I've always been somewhat suspicious of the lit- first try.
Computers are pretty smart, you know. The
tle whirring and clicking noises those little monsters
whole
time you're sitting there thinking that you,
make. Sounds like laughter, if you ask me.
Last week we were supposed to do a computer Master of the Universe of Computers are going to
program for our differential equations class. Actually tell this thing what it's going to do with your nifty
all we had to do for this first assignment was to little program, it's plotting against you. Rebellion is
merge our instructor's program into our files and brewing.
That's the reason I had to type this column on a
adapt data for that particular situation.
typewriter.
I didn't dare risk this material on one of
No problem, I thought. This problem would rethose computers.
quire, say, 20 minutes—tops. Wrong again.
You and I both know that if I had, you would be
I couldn't even log on. (Or is that logon?) Call
me ignorant; call me illiterate; rail me.an immigrant, reading something else in this space, and this colif you want, but I tell you, the thing wouldn't let me umn would have joined countless programs in the
fathomless depths of computer wasteland.

Senate discusses parking lot
by James Hennessey
staff writer
Concern over expected parking
problems with construction of
the Strom Thurmond Institute
marked debate in the Student
Senate session Monday night.

Student Senate
Parking during the groundbreaking ceremonies and once
construction begins were the two
areas of concern.
"There will be no ticketing for
commuter students on the day of
the groundbreaking," said Fred
Richey, senate president. "Since
the event will be attracting the
Vice President of the United
States, security in the entire
vicinity will be tight. That means
closing off the parking lot behind
the library.
"Students will be directed to
park in other areas, usually not
designated as parking areas.
These may include, fields, sidewalks, and roadsides. This privi-

lege will be for this day only.
days from 8 a.m. until 8 p.m.; and
"After construction on the Sundays from 10 a.m. until
center begins, the University will 1:30 a.m.
lose about 500 commuter parking
On recommendation of the Juspaces," said Mildrea Alice dicial Committee, one amendWest, chairperson of the Traffic •ment to the Student Handbook
and Grounds Committee.
was made, and a second was
"The University has already placed aside for further inagreed to build at least two more vestigation.
lots, further from campus, to
The amendent will change
replace those lost to the Strom membership on the Media AdThurmond Institute."
visory Board to include: "The
The senate is continuing its in- editors of TAPS, The Tiger, the
vestigation into the feasability of program director of WSBF. "The
increasing library service hours. original statement included the
"The director of the library is WSBF business director.
working with us on researching
The Organizational Affairs
the average student use of the Committee proposed two bills on
library in its present operation the senate floor dealing with
form," said Douglas Bone, University organizations. The
chairperson of the Academic Af- first would allow the Clemson
University Alliance for Peace to
fairs Committee.
A bill was sent to the General officially change its name to
Affairs Committee to research Students for Social Concern, and
the possible extension of Univer- the second would recognize Sigma
sity computer center's operating Tau Delta as a non-funded
hours. The bill calls for one English honor fraternity.
The senate accepted four new.
center to be open on campus
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday senators by acclamation. They
from 7:45 a.m. until 12 midnight; are Beth Ann Hudson, Pamela
Tuesday and Thursday from Kinard, Kathryn Penayer, and
7:45 a.m. until 1:30 a.m.; Satur- Deidre Mackison.

Alcohol use > abuse discussed

Alcohol use and abuse will be
the focus of special activities on
campus during National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
Oct. 21-27.
The week will include contests,
discussions, and demonstrations
designed- to increase student
awareness of alcohol-related
issues and to provide information about alcohol use and abuse,
according to Kirk Brague,
associate dean of student life.
"The events will neither promote nor discourage alcohol use;
rather, they will focus on making
responsible choices about alcohol
use," Brague says.
Students will compete Oct. 22
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in "Punch Bowl," an adaptation
of the popular "College Bowl"
program, at 8 p.m. in the loggia.
Teams will attempt to answer
questions about alcohol use and
abuse.
On Oct. 23, also in the loggia,
students will have a "Video
Blast," as they demonstrate the
effects of alcohol on video game
skills.
"Pregnancy and Alcohol:
Things a Woman Should Know"
wiU be the topic of an Oct. 23
discussion on drinking and
pregnancy. The discussion will
begin at 7 p.m. in the library of
Redfern Health Center.
A poster campaign promoting

RENT A VCR
AND 3 MOVIES
FOR JUST $10
POPULAR TITLES AVAILABLE
THE BREAKFAST CLUB
AMADEUS
THE GRATEFUL DEAD MOVIE
POLICE ACADEMY II:
THEIR FIRST ASSIGNMENT
STRANGE BREW

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE
Student Memberships
Normally $15 per semester
Through Oct. 31 only $20
for the whole school year

intelligent decisions about
alcohol use will run throughout
the week, and a contest to select
the best student-produced slogan
or art with an anti-drunk driving
or anti-alcohol abuse theme is
planned.
In another contest, the student
group submitting the best idea
for a non-alcoholic party will win
$100 to spend on the party.
Brague says other projects
planned for the week include
working with area bars to set up
a "Designated Driver" program
and having the remains of a car
wrecked in . a~ DUI accident
displayed on campus.

Speaking Out
by Cathy Applegate
staff writer

o

^-t uestion: The Student Senate is considering a resolution that
would extend library hours on weeknights to 3 a.m. and until
1 a.m. on Friday and Saturday nights.
Do you think this resolution is necessary?

"No, because people usually don't
study that late on weekends and 3 a.m.
is too late to be walking alone on campus. There are study rooms available in
dorms for studying."
Sidney Brezeale

"Since I don't live on campus, it's not
as important to me as those who do. But
I feel that if the money can be budgeted,
it would be worthwhile, especially on
Saturdays. The library closes too early
on Saturday evenings."
Alfred Bundrick

"Yes, the library definitely needs to
extend its hours. Most of the time, studying for a particular test requires time
that extends past the present hours offered."
Sara Antonecchia

"Yes, because it seems that studying
during weeknights is very important because of tests given, papers due, etc. Activities during the day keep students
from studying except at night."
Becky Simons

OPEN
ALL
NIGHT
FRIDA Y
*SUBUJffiV?
Sandwiches & Salads
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Editorial-

'Oemsongate
Someone else is going to be signing University checks
beginning next week. Vice President in Charge of Business
and Finance Melvin Barnette has left the employ of the
University.
According to a written statement by Barnette, he was
asked to leave the University July 29. Yet another chapter
in the revolving door of the University administration has
closed.
Barnette had become a liability that the reputation of
the University could no longer afford. In his statement, he
■said he was asked to leave because of a "perception that
some executive officers had lost credibility."
Later he received written reasons for his
"termination." A look back at his record give clues to what
those reasons could have been. And the look does not
necessarily have to go back too far.
Last spring, for example, Barnette failed to inform
'then-President Bill Atchley of the on-going drug
investigation of the athletic department. It was his
responsibility to keep his superiors informed, and he failed
to do this.
Also, when The Greenville News requested (under the
Freedom of Information Act) the results of a University
audit, it found that Barnette had issued free trips for state
officials on the University plane to the Boston College
football game. And the University picked up the tab for
the entire weekend.
Barnette claims that the reasons for his dismissal are
untrue or minor, adding that they do not justify his
dismissal. But a man must be responsible for his actions
and even Barnette admits that at least some of the cited
allegations occurred. How can he not see that his actions
have threatened the reputation of the University?
He says in his statement, "I have established an
enviable work record of devoted service to Clemson,
spanning over a quarter of a century." His actions that
have come to light in recent months, however, denigrate his
"enviable record."
Barnette concludes his statement saying, "I believe my
dismissal was grossly unfair and I must, for the sake of my
family, take every effort to protect my rights. It pains me
tremendously to see the University embroiled in yet
another controversy."
He is elusive as to what his "efforts" or actions will be
in his plight to protect himself. The officials of the
University, however, cannot back down to Barnette's
comments.
He says that he can refute or explain any of the
reasons cited against him. The press and the University
should challenge Barnette. If he has viable reasons, then
the truth will be known. If not, then what is lost?
A new president will be named Monday. If for no other
reason, this situation needs to be settled. The new
president does not need the ghosts of the past around to
haunt him.
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The press
Meeting its responsibility?
society, freedom of the
written word is a necessity.
An informed citizenry keeps
our society going.
So, it follows that the
responsibility of the press
lies in keeping the people
informed of events that
happen around them.
Its responsiblity does not
' Bob Ellis
extend into shaping our
opinions. Rather, it should
Editorial Editor
lay a foundation of truth on
which we can build our
The only thing on which
opinions.
we could agree was that the
In deciding what is news
press is a tremendously
and what is not, editors
powerful institution. So
oftentimes go for the "biggreat is its power that some
name" stories because these
say it is the fourth branch of stories will sell more papers.
the government. But with
Conversely, though, if "big
the advent of power comes
names" sell more papers,
the burden of responsibility.
then the demand must be
It is not the responsibility stronger. It is merely a
of the press to dig for dirt; it reflection of what we, as
is not the responsibility of
readers, want.
the press to focus its
Do people just want half
coverage on one story and
of the story? Do they prefer
totally ignore another.
the "big-name" stories over
Defining what is not the
general news items? Do
responsibility of the press is people just want to see the
easy enough. The problem
stories in which the press is
comes along when trying to
"out to get someone?"
decide what is the
Obviously, the answer is
responsibility of the press.
"yes" to all of those
The First Amendment
questions. The fact that
guarantees freedom of the
people are not interested in
press. In our democratic
being informed says
Recently in my political
science class, we were
discussing the effect the
press has on society. The
discussion soon turned into a
full-fledged argument.

something very bad. It says
that they are uncaring as to
the whole story.
A survey done by Burns
W. Roper in an issue of
Freedom at Issue cited some
interesting statistics on how
the country, views the press.
For example, 50 percent of
those surveyed believe the
press does not care about
being fair and objective.
Sixty-two percent believe
that the "big-name" stories
are given preference over
stories of low interest. Fiftyone percent think that the
press is "out to get" certain
groups.
Ironically, of those
questioned, 74 percent would
not favor revising the First
Amendment. Somewhere the
connection is missing.
How can the same people
who question the validity of
the press not want to take
direct action to control it?
The answer is simply that
the people enjoy reading the
"big-name" stories and those
stories in which the press is
"out to get" someone.
Unfortunately, it is far too
easy to read something and
just accept what it says as
truth. After all, who wants
to have to think?
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Who pulled plug on personal computers?
by Richard Nelson
diretor of academic computing
Much has been written recently
about the decline of the personal
computer industry.
With leading manufacturers, such
as Apple, closing down production
lines and reorganizing top
management, it is not surprising
that industry followers should be
concerned. What is surprising is the
almost bemused manner in which
the decline is reported by the press.
Similar events in the textile or
automotive industries cause much
more of a stir.
Is the difference because, when it
comes to cars and textiles, it is easy
and politically expedient to blame
the phenomenon on some foreign
country, while the cause of the
computer industry's woes is a little
too close to home for comfort?
The problem in the computer
industry is not the influx of cheap,
foreign-made goods (although most
"American-made" personal
computers are assembled from parts
manufactured in the Far East), but
simply a massive blunder on the
part of marketing analysts in
estimating the demand for personal
computers.
The reason for this is a basic lack

of understanding by many of the
decision makers in business and
government, and even in the
computer industry itself, of what
personal computers are and what
they do.
A company's most valuable asset
is not its buildings, equipment or
inventory, but its informationinformation about its operation, its
competitors, and the marketplace.
Part of this information is provided
by the knowledge and skills of the
employees, but much of the data
necessary to the operation of the
company is stored in and manipulated by computerized management information systems.
During the past decade, the more
the computer became essential to
the operation of the company, the
greater became the influence of the
data processing management within
the organization, in some cases
threatening to usurp the positions
enjoyed previously by the
manufacturing or marketing
departments.
The computer came to be viewed
as a source of power and political
influence. At the very least,
companies found themselves having
to pay their data processing staff as
much as some of their senior
administrators.
.

The ability of decision makers to
make informed decisions was limited
by the ability of the data processing
department to provide timely
information. The data processing
department was in turn limited by
the hardware and software made
available by an industry that
seemed content to provide
information processing tools devised
in the 1960s, tools sadly lacking in
flexibility and utility.
Then came the personal computer.
At first, it presented no threat to
the data processing department.
Then someone invented the
computerized spreadsheet, and
Pandora's box was opened.
Here was a tool that anyone could
use, and it worked on a computer
that was inexpensive and easy to
buy and operate. The decision maker
was freed from the shackles of the
data processing department. The
proliferation of personal computers
began.
It became obvious that the key to
survival in the '80s and '90s was
computer literacy. In response to
demands from business and
industry, the nation's school
systems started to gear up to
provide computer-literate citizens.
Naturally, the computer
manufacturers did not complain.

They were too busy turning out
thousands of personal computers
and spending more and more money
developing new products just to say
ahead of their competitors. They
were so busy that they neglected to
notice a subtle change in their
customers' demands.
Executives had begun to realize
that ownership of a personal
computer did not guarantee access
to information. To have that, their
personal computers had to be able to
communicate with their company's
large computer. They began to
realize that the distribution and
management of information in such
an environment requires careful
consideration, planning, and control.
Meanwhile, the data processing
professionals and software vendors
had been taking lessons from the
personal computer marketplace and
were starting to improve the
services they could provide on the
large centralized computers. Socalled fourth generation languages
and impressive data management
techniques, along with a more
flexible attitude on the part of data
processing staffs, made the decision
to buy a personal computer more an
economic decision than a political
one.

Letters-

Attack on Faculty Senate based on misconception
For the first time in my 25
years of teaching at Clemson, I
believe I must respond to a
letter in The Tiger by a student.
This is not to quarrel with a
graduate student I do not even
know, for my students,
graduate and undergraduate
alike, know that I encourage
them to form and defend their
own critical judgements, but
rather to answer an attack on
the Faculty Senate which seems
to be based on a misconception.
The question of a university
advertising on billboards need
not be regarded as a dispute
between athletics and
academics, and in our
discussion in the Faculty Senate
those who opposed and those
who supported the resolution
made this point clear.
There are many who oppose
billboards in general, and many
faculty and students who, in
particular, believe that it is
against tradition and good taste
for a university to advertise on
billboards. I need only to call
attention to the controversy
this summer, extending well

into autumn, over billboards in
editor of the New York Times
and the Insider's Guide by the
Greenville.
Second, this was not a major
editors of the Yale Daily News.
Since I believe that Clemson
issue as far as the Faculty
does not need billboards to
Senate was concerned, but
rather a response to a request
advertise its academic
excellence, I voted with the
from the faculty of the College
majority. I also strongly agree
of Architecture to endorse their
that Clemson does have its own
resolution against billboards
advertising Clemson academics
traditions and that among these
have always been respect by
and athletics as an
inappropriate contribution by
faculty for students and by our
Clemson to the "visual pollution students for the faculty.
Third, I joined the Faculty
of our highways."
My own contribution to the
Senate this year to play a part
discussion was to say that I had in a process of a healing of the
mixed feelings about the
rifts in our University and in'
the work of promoting what
billboards because there was
acknowledgement of Clemson's
faculty, students, and
administrators have relearned
academic excellence, but that
the best schools, Harvard,
from the controversies of the
past two years, our fundamental
Stanford, and Yale, do not use
billboards.
duty is to Clemson's academic
performance and reputation.
This may sound like
unabashed elitism, but I believe
The senate has received praise
Clemson deserves to be
from the trustees for its efforts
compared with the best. I can
to improve communication, and
point with pride to the praise
it has initiated dialogue with
Clemson receives in the latest
the department of athletics by
editions of influential guides to
inviting its new director to
colleges and universities, such
address a recent senate meeting.
The majority of the senate
as Best Buys by the education

may not agree with a policy of
biHboard advertising that I
understand may not be
continued anyway. Agree, or
disagree, if you like. But let us
not seek to raise old
controversies where, we all
hope, they no longer exist.

excluded!
Another point that should
discourage the movement of the
block seats is that if this is
done it would destroy the whole
purpose behind block seating.
The juniors and seniors would
get their "good" tickets, which
would terminate the unity of
Richard Calhoun enjoying the game together.
professor of English
These people work hard
together and therefore they
should be able to enjoy the
game together. One thing that
is overlooked is that these
I would like to take some time students honestly want to be
together. This is being
to stress a few points to your
displayed by senior students
student readers. First, I'd like
who forego "C" section seats
to point out that the stories
and many times take "A"
concerning the block seating
section seats in order to be with
controversy, and especially the
companions.
given out on some priority
system. The students that
Those organizations that are
donate time and money to aid
formed for the sole purpose of
the University must be given
obtaining block seats should
this priority. This is very much also not expect to get special
like the priority given to
considerations. With the
IPTAY members. Of course,
exceptions of a few minor
those organizations which give changes, the current allocation
nothing to the University and
of tickets should be maintained!
are obviously formed only to
C. D. Daviesy
get block seats should be

Blocks needed
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Campus housing demand exceeds supply
by Esther Martin
staff writer
Due to the shortage of on-campus housing space, the requirement for all unmarried, first-year students entering the
University to live on campus will be
waived again for the 1986-87 academic
year.
According to Verna Howell, assistant
housing director, the housing shortage
problem is less severe than what it has
been in the past.' 'Clemson University has
grown, but we feel we're much closer to
meeting our needs now than we were six
years ago," she said.
In 1981, the University started leasing
Village Green Apartments off Highway
123 to students to compensate for the
lack of available on-campus housing. This
year the University is not leasing the
apartments because of the completed con;
struction of additional Calhoun Courts
apartments.
Last year, Calhoun Courts housed 512
upperclassmen. This year, the number of
students housed there increased by 256.
Village Green Apartments had housed
268 students.
Of the approximately 12,000 students
that attend Clemson University, 2,200
live in Johnstone, which includes A-section, says Howell. Johnstone is currently
under a feasibility process. A study has
just been started with the aid of a commissioned architectural firm to decide on
the future use of Johnstone.

Calhoun Courts houses 788 students.
Howell said, "We have an unusual
characteristic here at Clemson in that the
students like to live on campus." About
6,900 students are living in campus housing this fall. Eighty percent of the
freshman class is living on campus, compared with 70 percent of the sophomore

Teri Tillman/staff photographer

class. The numbers decline with only 55
percent of the junior class and 40 percent
of the senior class living on campus.
During periods of "over-flow housing"
in dormitories, some students are assigned
to live in utility and study rooms, such as
those in the high-rises. "But as happens

every year, ' said Howell, "we have people
who don't move in, so we can move people
out of utility rooms to other rooms, if they
like. Some people get used to the rooms
and choose to stay there—for the first
semester, anyway."
In Clemson, reselling of condominiums
is not a problem. Manager John Steed of
Riverbank Commons says that Clemson is far from that point, although he
feels that buying student condos may
gradually become credit risks in some
places in the South as more and more condos are built.
In response to how the University
Ridge Apartments and other small complexes around campus have affected
Riverbank Commons, Steed says He can
tell the difference only slightly. Currently,
Riverbank Commons houses about 250
students, some of which are rented and a
few of which are owned.
Frank Gentry, an executive assistant in
the admissions and registration office of
the dean, says that the 1985-86 freshman
class is a "fairly sizable class" of 2,259
students. "It's not a record class, but it's
larger than the one last year [2,188
students]."
In the near future, high school graduating classes are expected to be smaller
due to the smaller number of children who
were born in the late 60s. "We're aware of
that trend and we will make adjustments
accordingly, but we are more concerned
about [the decreasing] undergraduate enrollments at this time," Gentry said.

Fund-raising drive launched for Institute
Former staff members of U.S.
Sen. Strom Thurmond have launched
a $50,000 fund-raising drive for
the Strom Thurmond Institute at
the University.
"Those of us who have worked
for Sen. Thurmond are well
aware, probably more than any
other group, of his many accomplishments and of the importance of his life's work," said
Sandra D. Courie of Columbia,

MON.

8
to

TUES.

South Carolina and the country,"
Courie said.
About 500 alumni of Thurmond's
campaign, gubernatorial, and
senatorial staffs will be contacted, she said.
Those who contribute $100 or
more will have their names inscribed on an "Honor Roll" plaque in a "Staff Alumni Room" in
the Thurmond Institute building
planned for the campus.

WED.

RICA
QUARNIERI

10
10
to
12

Bl
BAGDI

12
to
2

VICKI
WAMPLER

2
to
5

CHRIS
COX

5
to
7

president of the Thurmond Staff
Alumni Association.
"We feel that contributing to
the Thurmond Institute at Clemson, which will both preserve the
public record of the senator's life
and also promote scholarship and
research to improve government
and public service, is one of the
best ways possible for us to
honor the senator for all he has
done for us as individuals and for

ANN TURNER
&
SCOTT MULLEN

THURS.

Courie said all Thurmond
alumni are invited to a reunion at
Clemson Nov. 8 to coincide with
ceremonies during which Vice
President George Bush will help
break ground for the building.
The overall fund-raising goal
for the Thurmond Institute is
$5.5 million.
The Thurmond Staff Alumni
Association, which was organized in 1978, is the only group of

FRI.

its kind in the nation, said
Courie, Thurmond's personal
secretary from 1967 until 1969
and now an administrative
specialist with the South
Carolina Department of
Education.
"No other senator or elected official that I know of has a group
like this to honor him," she said.
"And that, I think, is evidenc°,pf
Strom Thurmond's impact'
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SHOW
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DR.
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Tomorrow's Best Rock Today

INFORMATION MANIAC, Mon.-Fri., 3 & 9 p.m.
STARDATE, Mon.-Fri., 12 & 7 p.m.
THE IBRAHIM SHOW, Mon., 4 p.m.
FOCUS, Mon., 4:30 p.m.
NEW DIMENSIONS, Tues., 4 p.m.
THE CLEMSON JOURNAL, Thurs., 4:30 p.m.
THE OFFICIAL STATION OF
CLEMSON TIGER SOCCER
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McKelvey: South Africa heads for change
by James Hennessey
staff writer
Dr. Charles McKelvey has been an assistant professor
of sociology at the University for two years; he specializes
in the sociology of race relations. He recently spoke to the
Students for Social Change Organization.

QAA
The racial system of apartheid was established by the
South African National Party under the direction of
Prime Minister Dr. Daniel Malan in May 1948. It has continued to mount tensions between blacks and whites to a
presently intense state. More than 730 people have died in
racial violence since September 1984.
—Can you summarize the racial system of apartheid?
Well, I think there are many aspects to apartheid, but
some of the most important aspects include the segregation into different geographical areas by race, where race
is assigned by law and people are assigned where to live in
South Africa. So you have whites living in cities and
blacks living, by law, in black townships. As a dimension
of that, you also have the formation of Bantustans by the
government, which are also known as national states or
homelands.
These are areas where blacks for many years were
considered as citizens of those states. By virtue of these
designations of blacks to live in certain areas, it was often
the case that black men were separated from their families
as they sought employment. So this is a particular feature
of segregation that makes it very difficult on Africans.
Of course another important part of apartheid is the
fact that Africans are denied the right to vote at the national level.
—In the last two years what changes have been made
in the structure of apartheid?
There have been some changes made, but these are
not changes that I believe are important to the essential
aspects of apartheid. A three-house parliament has been
formed, but it has limited authority. Whites, mixed-race
people, and Asians are the only people represented in the
assembly. It still excludes Africans from the national electoral process.
Other features or changes that have been made include the repeal of laws against interracial marriage and
sexual intercourse between blacks and whites. But I must
say that these are not laws that deal with the racial structure of apartheid. There are some other reforms as well,
but I think all of them leave the basic structure of apartheid intact.
—What effect has apartheid had on the social institutions of family and education of blacks?
Well, I have already mentioned the problems that
come up in family life, where in order to work in a prosperous area, a father must leave his homeland and family
for more than 11 months of the year. When he does so, he
must leave his family behind, because he alone is granted
the pass right; and until he works in a certain place for
more than 10 years, he cannot bring his family to live with
him. So apartheid creates a family separation and tremendous hardship, especially on the children.
In regard to educational institutions as a dimension
of apartheid, it is segregation of the educational institutions, and it has been the policy of the nationalist government since 1948 to encourage education for Africans that
was essentially tribalism, rather than the formal education which is an attempt to form a white nation.

tion that was declared illegal in-the early 1960s when it
began to engage in acts of violence against the police and
military forces and also against national means of communication. They have continued, off-and-on, these acts of
violence for the past 20 years. So the African National
Congress is an organization that does believe that it can
best obtain its goals by violence.
One of its major goals is the right of one-person vote,
something that every other country in the world operates
on. The congress believes that this can best be obtained
through violent means. However, they did not always advocate the use of violence. The group was formed in 1912
to gain rights for all Africans through non-violent and
legal means. In the 1950s, having been frustrated by
those efforts, they turned to acts of non-violent civil
disobedience. This also did not have any effect and it led
to acts of violence against the congress by the government. By the early 1960s the African National Congress
decided that it could only achieve its goals through
violent means, so at that time it decided to engage in
violence, and it continues to use violence today.
—Who are the leaders of the national congress, and
what is the present status in South Africa?
The two most important figures in the African National Congress are Nelson Mandele and Oliver Tambo.
Mandele is the leader of the congress and has been imprisoned by the South African government since 1964.
The exiled Tambo, who is the president of the congress, is
headquartered in southern Zambia. They are the two major figures, there is widespread support for them by many
Africans, and, indeed, they are the symbols of the struggle for racial justice.
—The apartheid system was introduced in 1948 while
South Africa was still a part of the British Commonwealth of Nations. Why did it take until 1961 for an
anti-apartheid opinion to be voiced by the group?
You must remember that in the time of colonial rule in
Africa, it was common for colonial governments to violate
the basic human rights of Africans. Prior to 1961, there
was very little concern for the rights of those Africans.
The African Nationalist Movement in many African countries was moving toward a process of gradual political participation, leading to political independence in the early
1960s.
As South Africa evolved it was not really that much
different from other African nations. It started to take a
different path in the 1950s, because other countries, with
a few exceptions, were moving toward independence, and
South Africa was really moving away from independence
as apartheid was becoming more entrenched in the political system. We can say that, as of 1961, the somewhat
unique character of South Africa was only beginning to
emerge.

—What is your opinion of U.S.-imposed economic
sanctions against South Africa?
Well, sanctions have been called for by the African
National Congress for the last 30 years. The reason they
have called for this is because they believe that by helping
to isolate the European and American community this
will create an incentive for the South Africans to come to
terms with the rights of the Africans. So they have called
for this for these 30 years, and recently a number of other
leaders in Africa have called for some form of economic
sanctions.
The United Democratic Front, which is an alliance of
legal anti-apartheid groups, has very recently called for
disinvestment, and the Nobel Peace Prize winner Bishop
Desmond Tutu has called for the imposition of sanctions
after an 18-month period. There are also a number of
—Many people have classified black actions in South urban-based union leaders, who have also called for
Africa as militant. In your opinion are the actions mili- disinvestment.
I look at it this way—the Africans in South Africa are
tant, and if not, how would you classify them?
Well, the African National Congress is an organiza- engaging in a struggle to obtain their basic political and
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Contest
A $1,000 grand prize is
being offered in World of
Poetry's new poetry contest, open to all students.
There are 100 prizes in all.
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—Do you feel it is right for groups like the International Olympic Committee to ban South Africa from participation in international sporting competition, or is this
punishing the majority for actions of the minority?
One of the long-standing goals of the African National
Congress and the African national struggle has been to
isolate the European community. I think that any effort
on the part of the international community to make clear
to the South African government that its practices are not
consistent with acceptable practices in the world as a
whole.
—In conclusion, what do you see in the future of
South Africa and its policy of apartheid?
When I think about South Africa I think of it by way
of comparing it to other independent countries in Africa.
In other countries in Africa there was involved an African
nationalist struggle against colonialism, and formal structures of racial discrimination. In country after country the
nationalist struggle proved to be successful. In the two
countries that are most like South Africa, Kenya and
Zimbabwe, which have a strong European settlement, the
struggle did take a long time.
In Zimbabwe, which used to be Rhodesia, the struggle
took an extremely long time in comparison to the rest of
Africa. So I feel that this is a struggle that is very much in
line with other evolvement in Africa. I would tend to think
that as far as that those struggles were successful, it will
likewise be successful in South Africa.
One way in which I envision the struggle becoming
successful would be for pressure from business and progressive elements in the European community to come to
an agreement with the African National Movement, but it
is really in their long-range interests to work out a solution in some way. I think it will be ultimately solved, only
if the Africans are given their right to one man-one vote,
and they develop a nation based on that principle, where
they have the right to choose their destiny.

(803) 654-9500
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—Why has Bishop Tutu asked for an 18-month notice
of economic sanctions?
His thought here is to, in a sense, have the threat of a
sanction. He feels that by threatening the government, it
might encourage them to act, and if they don't, the sanctions would be applied after 18 months.

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA
MBA PROGRAM

LIFESTYLE CLOTHING

300 College Avenue
Clemson, S.C. 29631
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Chuck McKelvey
civil rights. I think that those of us outside of Africa
should be supportive of that struggle. If they are calling
upon us to engage in some form of economic sanctions, I
think that we ought to lend our support.

9801-C Southern Pine Blvd.
Charlotte, NC 28210

Contact: Pam Adams
(704) 527-8632
NC Watts: 1-800-532-0472
Outside NC: 1-800-438-5356
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Monday
Dec. 9

Tuesday
Dec. 10

2:30: MWF
2:30 MW,
. 2:00 TTh
2:30 MWF,
2:00 T
2:30 MWF,
2:00 Th
2:30 MW
2:30 MF

2:00-3:15 TTh
2:00 TTh

9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:05
9:30
9:05
9:30
9:05
9:30

1-4 p.m.

6:30-9:30 p.m.

LTC^ T%%

MWF
MW
MF
WF
MWF,
TTh
MWF,
T
MWF,
Th
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Wednesday
Dec. 11
12:20
12:20
11:00
12:20
11:00
12:20
11:00

Thursday
Dec. 12

MWF
MWF,
TTh
MWF,
T
MWF,
Th

12:30-1:45 TTh
12:30 TTh

Friday
Dec. 13

,

8:00 MWF
8:00 MTWF
8:00 MWThF
8:00 MTWThF

Saturday
Dec. 14
1:25 MWF
1:25 MWF,
12:30 TTh
1:25 MWF,
12:30 T
1:25 MWF,
12:30 Th

8:00 MTThF
10:10
10:10
10:10
10:10
10:10
9:30
10:10
9:30
10:10
9:30

All Monday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

MWF
MW
WF
MF
MWF,
TTh
MWF,
T
MWF,
Th

9:30-10:45 TTh
9:30 TTh

3:30-4:45 TTh

All Wednesday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

3:30 TTh
All Tuesday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.

11:00-12:15 TTh
11:00 TTh

8:00-9:15 TTh
8:00 TTh

11:15
11:15
11:15
11:15
11:00

MWF
MW
MW
MWF,
TTh

11:15
11:00
11:15
11:00

MWF,
T
MWF,
Th

3:35 MWF
3:35 MWF,
2:00 TTh
All Thursday
night classes
meeting after
4:40 p.m.
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654-2599
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(in Breezeway)

1986 Career Workshop
The Clemson University Career
Workshop
for minority students is accepting
applications for counselors for the summer

WEDNESDAY

of 1986. If you are interested
see Jill Williams in G-11 Tillman Hall
between Oct. 15 and Nov. 15
to fill out an application form
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Contest seeks best orator
The speech section of the
department of English is sponsoring the Trustees' Medal Oratorical contest, a competition
held yearly to select the best student speaker at the University.
Nov. 1 is the deadline for entering the contest. v
The medal is the oldest nonacademic award bestowed by the
University. Any full-time student who has not previously won
the medal is encouraged to enter.
All speeches must be original
composition and not used in any
previous public speaking contests. Topics chosen should be
serious and of broad interest.
Speeches should be not longer

than 10 minutes and must be extemporaneous, neither written or
memorized.
Manuscripts and extensive
notes are not permitted. Notes
should include no more than a
brief outline and any quoted
testimony or statistical data.
Contestants may seek advice
but not coaching, from faculty
members. Contestants should
also be able to document evidence in their speech.
Entry forms can be obtained
from any public speaking instructor and should be returned,
in person, to Dr. Susan Duffy in
708 Strode Tower by Nov. 1. Pre-

Looking Back...

liminary round room assignments will be posted outside of
708 Strode on or before Nov. 4.
Preliminary rounds will be held
Nov. 6 and 7.
A panel of five or six contestants will advance to the final
round of competition in Tillman
Hall. The names of the finalists
will be posted by Nov. 8.
The public is invited to listen
to the final round of competition
Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. in Tillman Hall.
Speeches will be judged on thensubject, support, logic, style,
organization, and delivery, Interested students should contact
Duffy as soon as possible.

by Matt DeBord
staff writer
Ten years ago this week, in
1975, the Doobie Brothers performed at the homecoming concert. The Clemson basketball
program was put on probation by
the NCAA, but Tigerama and the
Miss Homecoming Pageant were

Octoberfest Beer Taste

APO sponsors diaper relay Oct. 19
Alpha Phi Omega, a national
service fraternity, is sponsoring
its fourth annual Diaper Relay
for the Arthritis Foundation.
Members of the fraternity will be
running a relay race from Clem-

son to Greenville's Haywood
Mall Oct. 19.
Each participant will wear a
diaper and tee-shirt and pass a
baby bottle as a baton through
the course of the relay.

Debate with
Britains set
An International Debate between American and British university students will be held in
Brackett Auditorium Tuesday at
7 p.m. Sponsored by the department of English and the Clemson
Forensic Union, the debate will
address the issue of U.S. involvement in Nicaragua.
Scott Sprouse and Larry Welborn
will represent the University in
the debate which will bring two
pre-law students from the British
Isles to Clemson on their debate
tour of southeastern schools.
Rich Leeman, one of the three
University debating coaches,
said that the style used by the
Britains is one of "show debating
done in a parliamentary style."
Bernard Duffy, associate professor of speech coordination,
said that these debates are held
to emphasize inter-collegiate involvement. "There is usually a
debate in the fall and in the
spring involving our team and
members of college debating
teams from other countries, such
as Russia, China, Britain,
Australia, etc.," Duffy said.
According to Leeman, the debate is actually "played to the
audience. The arguments they
bring up sometimes get off the
track and are rather humorous,"
Leeman said.
The debate is open to the public.

in full swing.
The 0-4 Tiger football team
was gearing-up to face Wake
Forest, and Red Parker was head
coach. And the No. 1-ranked
Clemson soccer team was 5-0,
and Coach I.M. Ibrahim was optimistic about an upcoming
match against the powerful
Howard University team.

Victoria Square
654-7800
Carryout Service

These young men will seek
sponsors for the event with all
moneys going to the South
Carolina Chapter of the Arthritis
Foundation.

Wednesday, Oct. 16, from
7 p.m.-lO p.m. Featuring
German Beers and German
Food. Admission by ticket
only. Buy ticket in advance and
get a T-shirt. Tickets are $10.00

nK$
Dear Student Body,
I would like to thank you for your support
and assistance with our successful Rush this
fall. We tripled the number of our new fraternity,
Pi Kappa Phi. Pi Kappa Phi is a social fraternity
that emphasizes leadership and stresses
brotherhood. We are in the process of forming
the internal structure of associate members to
organize our new fraternity for chartering
requirements. These members will become
founding fathers of Pi Kappa Phi at Clemson.
This honor is extended to all interested men
who wish to join our new fraternity which will be
offered during "OPEN RUSH."
I am happy to announce our first "OPEN
RUSH" week on campus. We will begin our Rush
functions with a cookout on Wednesday,
Oct. 16, at 4 p.m. This cookout is designed to let
all interested men get to know the brothers. On
Thursday, Oct. 17, we will hold a question-andanswer session to answer any questions you
have about a fraternity and about fraternity life,
which will be followed by a VCR party. The Rush
week will be concluded with a Toga Party on
Friday, Oct. 18. We look forward to meeting you.
Sincerely,

Put your degree
to work
where it can do
a world of good.

ALL'AMERICAN
SOUPermeal
Your choice of one of our
ALL-AMERICAN BURGERS
• ALL-AMERICAN
• BACON BURGER
• MUSHROOM/SWISS
• OLD FASHIONED
PLUS A BOWL OF HOMESTYLE SOUP
and FRENCH FRIES... <OaQQ
MON. THRU FRI. 11 AM-3 PM ^~ ****

>*-^+K_i

L

Eugene F. White
President, Pi Kappa Phi

SHONEYS

The tougheM ice
you'll ever lev

$10.00

(ADDRESSS)

SALE. Fabulous savings on
two of the season's newest,
most exciting styles
for women.

Reg. $13.97...Save $3.97

Wide widths available
in select colors.

Your first job after graduation should offer you
more than just a paycheck. We can offer you
an experience that lasts a lifetime.
Working together with people in a different
culture is something you'll never forget. It's a
learning experience everyone can benefit from.
In Science or Engineering, Education; Agriculture, or Health, Peace Corps projects in developing countries around the world are
bringing help where it's needed.
If you're graduating this year, took into a unique opportunity to put your degree to work
where it can do a world of good. Look into
Peace Corps.
Atlanta recruiter on campus: October 22 & 23,1985
For specific information—
Contact: Michael Doherty, Peace Corps Campus
Representative, Barre Hall, Room 211
Or call: 656-2004

• Sheer-to-waist pantyhose...$1.00

PScfc Pay Shoes©
RT. 123 BYPASS • CLEMSON
Sale prices good thru Sun. MasterCard, Visa or Choice. Open evenings 6* open Sun. l-6pm.
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Tigerama

continued from page one
nity's "Clemlins," and Chi
Omega sorority's "Tigers are
Forever."
Tickets for Tigerama '85 are
$1.50 and are available at the
office, of student life, Clemson
House, "Orange Aids, and the
Alumni Center. They will also
be sold at Harcombe and Schilletter dining halls during lunch

hours
Tickets may be purchased off
campus at Mr. Nickerbicker,
Lynch's Drugs, Holiday Inn,
and the Ramada Inn. Any Blue
Key National Honorary Fraternity members may be contacted
for tickets also.
Each year proceeds from
Tigerama are donated to the
University by Blue Key and

Architect to
speak Monday
WSBF-FM, coordinator of the
event.
Two years ago funds were
given to the library to purchase
the Library User Information
System (LUIS), and last year's
proceeds went to a $22,000
Tigerama endowment scholarship, according to Emory.
"Blue Key offers suggestions
as to where the money goes, but

(the office of) student life
makes the final decision,"
Emory said.
Approximately 35,000 people
attended Tigerama '84, and
Emory said he expects a comparable number in attendance
tonight for the 29th annual
show. "We've promoted it
across the state," he said.

An internationally known architect and an art historian will
speak as part of the Clemson Architectural Foundation's Lecture
Series Monday.
Jack Debartolo Jr., founding
partner in the Tuscon, Ariz., firm
of Anderson, Debartolo, and Pan
Inc., will talk on "Architecture
by Collaboration" at 8 p.m. in
Lee Hall auditorium.

Before you make
a long distance commitment,
make sure you know
what you're getting into.

If Fletcher Christian and Captain Bligh had
known what being stuck in the same boat
would mean, chances are neither would have
set foot aboard.
And if you're stuck in the same boat with a long
distance company that doesn't give you all the
services you need, it's easy to harbor mutinous
thoughts.
But when you pick AT&T as your long distance
company, you know you're in for smooth sailing.

You'll get trouble-free, reliable service. Immediate
connections—even during the busiest hours.
Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day
Rate on state-to-state calls. And operators to
assist you with immediate credit for wrong
numbers and collect calling.
So when you're asked to choose a long distance
company, sign aboard with AT&T. With AT&T Long
Distance Service, you'll never be left stranded.
Reach out and touch someone.

AT&T
1985 AT&T Communications

The right choice.
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Engineering honorary awarded
The Clemson University chapter of Tau Beta Pi, an engineering honor society, received an
honorable mention award for the
most improved chapter in tihe nation at a convention in Allentown, Penn., last week.
The University's chapter instituted a tutoring service last
year and also coordinated the organization of the Past Piedmont
Alumnus chapter of Tau Beta Pi.

The award was given to the chapter showing the greatest improvements over the past three years.
Delegates from the 195 chapters
attended the convention, celebrating the centennial of Tau Beta Pi.
Also, Allison Smith, the immediate past president of Clemson's Tau Beta Pi chapter, was
named the First Centennial
Fellow of Tau Beta Pi.

Barnette

tion to a major university with
Continued from page one
national prominence," he said.
management persons who 1has "It pains me tremendously to see
seen Clemson prosper and grow the University embroiled in yet
from a local military college with another controversy."
primarily an agricultural reputaCox declined to comment on

Barnette's leaving the University. He said that David Maxwell, provost and vice president
for academic affairs, will assume
administrative responsibility for
the business and finance area.

Give blood today.... life depends on if

Take A Bold
Step Into The —
^ttttKe^WitlLHayes

*~"*Wir*

*^~*»

The future, as we see it.
Belongs to those with the vision
and daring to challenge technology's most
guarded secrets and step beyond them. To search out answers
to the questions that may move technology in unexpected directions.
Here at Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc. in Atlanta we've earned an industrywide reputation for doing just that. For asking the tough questions, then devoting our
energies and resources to move a telecommunications revolution faster into the future. Our
success has been guided by the strength of our engineering instincts. By our on-going
commitment to lead the revolution in telecommunications engineering.
For those of you about
to make an important decision
about your future, we think it's important
to take a good hard look at one of the most
dynamic telecommunications engineering organizations
in the world. There's a future in it. Hayes Microcomputer
Products, Inc., P.O. Box 105203, Atlanta, GA 30348.
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F.

We Will Be Interviewing
On Campus

Tuesday, October 15th

Innovative^/products
for enterprising people
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Christian Science organization
holds weekly testimony meetings on
Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m., 211 Daniel. All are
welcome.
Sigma Tau Epsilon offers free tutoring
for any classes in the College of Liberal
arts or sciences. Tutoring is in room 216
Daniel Hall on Monday nights from 79 p.m.
Learn to ski or improve your skiing and
receive one hour credit in LS 130/230.
Learn more at meetings Wednesday
or Thursday at 6:30 p.m. in room 138
Lehotsky. $158 gets you 4V2 days skiing,
lodging, instruction, and equipment
Dec. 15-19. See Clemson University
catalog for more details or call 3400.
Excited about Clemson basketball?
Join the Rabble Rousers (formerly the
Sixth-Man Club)! An organizational
meeting is going to be held at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Union Plaza Atrim, in front of
Edgar's. Plans for the 1985-86 season
and TAPS pictures will be discussed. Any
questions? Contact Rob at 656-8198 or
Chad at 654-8719.
The sporting event of the fall is coming
to Clemson—the 8th Annual Joint Summit Ultimate Frisbee Tournament. The
Intercollegiate action will be Oct. 19 and
29 behind Jervey Athletic Center. Come
see the sport of the future.
"Don't just talk—freeze now"—the
theme of a six-week-long petition drive
sponsored by Students for Social
Concerns, an organization dedicated to
exploring and seeking ways to resolve
social problems.
The petition is an appeal to President
Reagan and General Secretary Gorbachev

so the nerd twins have the long
awaited week-end adventure. Fancy that.
SAVI loves you.

to agree now to a mutual, verifiable
moratorium on nuclear buildup during the
summit.
The drive lasts until Nov. 7. Tables will
be located in front of the library and at
other locations on campus. Help us reach
our goal of 100 signatures and make your
voice heard! Call Susan Cooper at 8054
for more information.
A Macintosh Computer Festival will be
held Tuesday in the Palmetto Room from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Hands-on demonstrations
of Macintosh computers and software
will be featured. Mini classes will be held
every hour. Free T-shirts and balloons will
be available. We will be raffling a Macintosh computer. $1 ticket/four for $3. For
more information call Chris Peters at
2497, 418 Tillman Hall.

time flexible hours. Call 654-8019.

CLASSIFIEDS
You can earn good money by selling us
your old or new comics. We buy large collections or certain single issues. Call
882-4778.

Scott: We've signed the contracts, now
we're committed. When we goin' horse
back ridin'? Courtney.

Sabrina, Chris, Theodora, Pam, Danita:
Come to the Palace of Pleasure and realize
your wildest fantasies. Sir Dancealot.

Patti: How does 5 o'clock shadow and
pink hightops help with "interfacing?"
Do R and J know? Are they willing to
"share" their knowledge?

To the zee girls: We love you! Your o-zee
brothers.
Sushi: Beware of "second opinions"
from guys who model mini-pads (on their
head). Your taste in skin flicks is excellent! The Big Thrill Gang.

1980, Mustang, 4-speed, A/C, AM/FM,
VG condition, $2495. 1965 turbocharged
Covair engine, $500. 639-2939 or 112
Freeman Hall.
Government
jobs
$16,040 —
$59,230/yr.
Now
hiring.
Call
850-687-6000. Ext. R3405 for current
federal list.
You can earn good money by selling us
your old or new comics. We buy large collections or certain single issues. Call
882-4778.
Event photographer positions
available. Part-time hours. Most hours are
Wednesday through Saturday evenings.
Call 654-8019.
Campus Administrative Assistant position available with Classic Photo. Part-

Lost—Numerous keys on a brass key
chain along with a high school ring. If
found call 8809 or 2403 and leave a
message.
Car Painter wanted. Someone with lacquer painting experience to help me finish
restoring three old cars. 639-2939.
Firewood for sale. Cut to length. $45
face cord. Call Forestry Club at 656-3302.
PERSONALS
E.T., I'm walking on sunshine! What
about you? S.U.G.
Tommy B.: No more Rock. K

WHDYN (D.A.L.): So you need sex?
Was it just idle chit-chat or an offer?

Jude: Fall Break is just around the
corner. Scott and I are psyched! ETA is
still in the air. Kate.
Becky: It's great to have you back (for
the week-end). We miss you lots! Bobs.
Miriam Watson: O.K., so you don't
treat me well. Your students will probably
forgive you for it though. Rumors (Ha!)
can accomplish so much, can't they?
Amanda B.: You don't know it, but I
know it— and someday you might just
find out! Love Scoop.

Patti: 'Find' any wine glasses to go with
that 'Large' bottle on the desk?

DeeAnn: If you still read, please write.
I'ds love to know what's up with you!
New York, New. York, and twirls foever.

R2D2 TOO: When you cannot have
reality, a good fantasy will do! (But only
for awhile).

R. W.: Silly-head. I could conceivably
take you on the offer, per se . . . in exchange for the ticket, of course. Kumari.

Fernando: Happy Birthday, legal
demon! I'm just "crazy for you!" Opus.

Todd McDRUNKin: You're partying
with the best. Just watch out for cigarette
lighters, month-old tomato soup, and
hamsters with electrical tape. Daiquirri
party is tonight! Don't get any on
you!
Kristi and Terri: Where, exactly, does
Ben live?!? Lynn.

Keith: Happy 24th birthday—late of
■course like you always are! Your favorite
sister!
Imagine!

The Yupman

Returns

The Balloonery, etc.
103-A College Ave.
Clemson, S.C. 29631
654-8026

We will have costumes
to rent for Halloween

Edward D. Jones & Co.
Member New York Stock Exchange, Inc ■
"Member Securities Investor Protection Corporation"

Looking
for high
income?

^^^

^
Consider
Putnam U.S. 4 ■# 04 %*
Government ■■■wl
Guaranteed Securities
Income TWist
Putnam U.S. seeks high income, consistent with preservation of capital, through investments in a diversified portfolio
of U.S. Government guaranteed securities.
You benefit from high yields, plus:
■ Monthly income
\ ■ Ready liquidity
■ An extra degree
■ Affordability
of safety
■ Active management

Several of our Technical
Managers will be there to talk
with you. Refreshments will
be served.

'Current dividend yield *as como-Zed Dy anruaiizir-g the rrcs: recer" rrortr y div.der'd 0' SO 14?
ard dividing Dy the maximum c'fenng pice ot $'5 21 on ju'y '2 '985 Past certcrrarce .s ro
indication ot 'uture 'esu-ts Yield and snare price are rot guarareeo and wit" jc'_ate
Tony Turner

302-C College Ave. • Clemson
6545556
Iw I
^M^9. I want to find out more about how I can benefit from
investments in Putnam U.S. Government Guaranteed Securities Income Trust.
Please send me a free customer information kit on the Trust, including a prospectus. I understand the prospectus contains more complete information,
including charges and expense. I'll read it carefully before I invest or send money.

My name
My address
My telephone number
Best time to call

Find out at our OPEN HOUSE
Monday (Oct. 21) from 6:30 to 8:30 PM
Clemson House—Purple and Gold Room

:

.

Harris is a highly respected member of the Fortune 200 with annual sales of $2.3 billion...a
leader in state-of-the-art communication, information processing and microelectronic products. Products that include integrated circuits,
super-minicomputers, two-way radios, custom
satellite and data communication systems, word
processing equipment, and much more.
We recognize that it took great ideas from people like you to put us where we are today. That"s
why you can be sure that your imaginative work
will be noticed at Harris—and amply rewarded.

Openings exist with Harris in New York State and
various locations in Florida. We are interested in
meeting candidates at all degree levels in:
EE, ME, CS, Computer Engineering

On-Campus Interviews
Tuesday (Oct. 22)
See your Placement Office for details
We are an equal opportunity employer, M/F/H/V
U.S. Citizenship is required for employment with our
Government Systems Sector

-TLTLT^

TAKING TECHNOLOGY FURTHER
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Features
Old country place
Store a Southern reminder of way things were
by Pam Sheppard
associate editor
"I and my kinfold are Southerners of the inland and
upland South. We and the 10 million like us call ourselves
the backbone of the Southern regions, the hickory-nut
homespun Southerner, who while doing a lot of talking
have also done a world of work. . . . We were poor but in
spite ofpoverty we had order in our life. We had a spiritual
reason for being. We had a great well to draw from. We
knew what we wanted from life. We were not easily discouraged We were not giving up—neither our white people
nor our black people. We would face our troubles. Troubles
were nothing new to us. We were used to adversity."
—Ben Robertson, Clemson class of '23
from Red Hills and Cotton: an upcountry memory
The 100-year-old graveyard curtains the old country
store from the world. Dust and more dust covers the few
canned goods, ketchup, mayonnaise, and pickles. Flies
swarm the old wooden stove as if reaching out for its
warmth. Crates of filled and emptied Coca-cola, Pepsi, and
Mountain Dew bottles line the outer wall along the windows, and wooden floor squares curl up at the corners from
wear, tripping many a customer. The ice cream freezer
begs for a defrost. The gas pumps have long since been
buried under the weeds.
The sign over the store's entrance says simply:
"Owens Gro. Do It Yourself." And Woodrow Owens
means every word of it.
Crippled since the age of two, Woodrow, as the few
customers know him, rests in the wheelchair behind the
counter and lives by the "help yourself" attitude. "I'm
not able to get anything for the people," he said, "so they
just have to help themselves."
Born in Anderson County in 1914, Woodrow has
spent most of his life in Liberty helping old ways survive
in a new world. While most country stores have died with
their owners, Woodrow has attempted to keep his corner
of the foothills alive. It's slowly dying now, being pushed
out by the new ways and the new ideas.
But Owens Grocery—12 miles down Highway 93 to the
first red light, then a right, then another right, then a left
through the graveyard—has its own ideas. It was born in
a time when people went to the store for more than
material goods, when people could be trusted not to steal,
and when people depended on it more than it depended on
them.
Things have changed, though.
"The big stores have taken the place of the little
stores like me," Woodrow said. "It's a new world with a
lot being torn down and paved over to make way for other
things."
Woodrow started his career in Liberty owning a filling
station and ice house on the uptown area's Front Street.
But times were hard, and he could no longer pay the help.
"Business wasn't good and the ice boxes were no longer
needed," he said. "Before the war we carried ice all over
this area because people didn't have refrigerators. Then,
the end of the war brought refrigerators, and nobody
needed ice anymore."
So after owning the filling station and ice house for 32
years, Woodrow accepted the changes and advancements
in society and closed his livelihood down. In accepting the
changes, however, he was not accepting defeat.
Owens Grocery was built in 1959 right next to his
house, and for 26 years it has served as his livelihood. He
realized that wealth wasn't part of the package but other
aspects of life were more important to him. "I've always
made a low salary at the store and people have said that I
would not last because of that," Woodrow said. "But we
never had any money, just enough to get by. That's all
that matters. I can remember selling Cokes for five cents

Bryan hortune/head photographer

Woodrow Owens of Liberty sits behind the counter of his country store, Owens Gro. Do It
Yourself.
when the selling price was six cents because I didn't no longer stop by with supplies.
"Now I have to go to the big stores for my supplies,"
want to worry people with a penny."
And that was when a penny was worth a penny.
Woodrow said, "because the salesmen didn't think it was
"When 1 was a child my family used to work in the worth the trouble and because it's cheaper anyway. I just
fields. I could do anything, of course, if it didn't take walk- buy stuff when it's on sale. It hurts that I have to depend
ing, so I drove the goat wagon, picked cotton, pulled corn on those big stores—the very ones who have put me out of
and cut wheat. That's how we sury4ved without money; business—to get my supplies, but I don't mind."
Woodrow estimates that he makes around $50 each
we grew our own crops and had two good cows. And sure,
there were times when it got especially hard, but we all week, some days bringing in less than $10. "I don't make
helped each other. My family and I used to load up the no money by people's standards today. What people call
truck and take the preacher crops for payment. That's the money today is well in the hundreds each week; I may
take home $50, which is pennies really.
only way preachers got paid back then."
"I know $50 isn't much money, but I'm making more
Those times, by today's standards, were more than
"expecially hard," crossing into unbearable; but, accord- than money here," he said. "That's the way it has been
ing to Woodrow everyone was happy with what they had with the little stores. I have to keep mine open or I'd go
and everyone was poor. "We were all happy then," he crazy. It's all people really and what would we do without
said. "I even felt like I was lucky. Of course, I've really people. Live over at the house—no one comes in your
been quite lucky all my life. The doctor said after I was house but just to say hello. They think you're sick and not
crippled that I wouldn't make it to 18 and here I am—71 wanting to visit a while."
It's the store and its visitors which have helped
years old with three kids and seven grandkids."
Woodrow has suffered from two heart attacks, a mild Woodrow to survive for 71 years. He's lost a lot because
stroke, and most recently a dislocated shoulder and prob- of it all, estimating that $100,000 is still owed by people
lems with his eyesight. But the country store doesn't who have shopped on credit; but the store has given him
close down on account of his problems; he won't let it as much as he's given it—a sense of belonging, a glory in
because a few people still need the store more than it living.
As Ben Robertson, one of the many Clemson characneeds them. Paul Stewart, an elderly neighbor, keeps it
open without charge for those people, who stroll in, have a ters who chose the graveyard just outside the country
chair, buy some crackers and a soda, and always stay a store as his final resting place, said: "We were land-loving,
church-loving people. We looked down on towns—they
while.
"They're mostly old people who come in," Woodrow were the centers of weakness, offering unto idols, forgetting the sunrise and losing sight of the stars; men in
said. "Just coming around to talk."
That talk is why Owens' store has withstood the tests towns were close to decay. We liked the fields and the hills
of change when Winn-Dixies and Bi-Los have taken over, and the houses on the hills and the feeling we had about us
when few poeple have time to stop in, and when salesmen of timelessness, the sense we had that we belonged."

Automobiles can drive you everywhere , even crazy
by Hugh Gray
features editor
One of the most potentially embarassing situations one can involve oneself in is
driving, or attempting to drive, someone
else's car—especially if it's a foreign job.

RAMBLIN'

Hugh Gray
Features Editor
One evening I had to make a quick trip
to the store to pick up some groceries for
the room. A friend said that I could use
his car. Not even intimidated by the fact
that I couldn't pronounce the name of the
car, I took off.
I got to the car, unlocked the door
without consequence, and slid into the
seat.
Buttons stuck out all over the interior.

Buttons on the dash. Buttons on the door.
Buttons on the console. And each had its
own unique little graphic.
Now, I had to start the car. It was here
that my troubles started.
I put the key in the hole and turned. No
response. Twice more I tried, and still no
response.
After a fruitless search to find the interior lights, I* opened the door to shed
some light on my problem. As it turned
out, the keys weren't in the ignition at all.
They hung from a little coin chp on the
dash.
Ten minutes of frantic, almost turn-thewhole-car-over searching later, I found the
ignition. It was hidden up under the steering column between all sorts of buttons
and knobs.
Okay, let's find the lights. Pull this.
Push that. Twist those. Nope. Following
several more yanks and jabs along with
some verbal assistance, the lights blinked
on.
The next problem was to find the bright

switch. I slid my foot across the floor and
decided that there was no foot button to
mash to brighten the lights, so I looked on
the steering column.
I sat there in horror because protruding
from the column were no less than four apparatuses for me to decipher. Each of
them turned, twisted, and clicked in 40
different directions. I pulled on one, and
the whole steering column fell in my lap
with enough force to nearly shatter my
legs and smoosh my last Hershey's kiss.
The car was cranked, the lights were
on, and I was home free, or so I thought.
About halfway to the store, I started getting a little chilly. Confidently, I reached
down and flicked the heater switch.
Swoosh. In came the wind, real cold
wind. Papers were flying around like
screechless bats hitting me in the head,
covering my eyes, and grabbing my arms.
Instead of cutting on the heater, I had hit
the hatchback door switch.
I got to the store and tried to shut the
car off. But, the key would come out of the

ignition.
I took the car out of gear. No luck. In
gear? Nope. Maybe the door has to be
closed? Maybe the lights have to be off?
Maybe the brake has to be engaged?
Strickouts on all three.
I decided to just leave the keys in the
car. But, to keep everyone in the parking
lot from realizing my foolishness, I put on
an Oscar-winning performance.
I very deliberately pretended to pull the
keys from the ignition and put them in my
pocket. Then, after getting out, I pretended to lock the door to add a touch of
authenticity.
The return trip was made with little incident except for when I parked. I forgot
to cut the car off before I took my foot off
the clutch. I was halfway into John C.
Calhoun's frontyard before the car
stopped.
Since then I've been very careful about
driving other people's cars. I make it a
practice not to unless it's plastic and no
more than eight inches long.
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1955: Women changed Clemso
There would be no
barracks for them to sleep
in, but they came anyway.
They would represent a
minority, but they came
anyway.
Thirty years ago, in
February 1955, 26 coeds
dared to enroll at the newly
demilitarized Clemson
College, a move destined to
change Clemson forever.
The enrollment of women
at Clemson came as a result
of the Board of Trustees'
decision to terminate the
corps of cadets at the
college, opening the door to
civilian students. Because of
the rapid industrialization in
the region and the increasing
demand for technicallytrained women, the Board
decided that the time Was
right for women to attend
Clemson.
This was not the first time
women had attended classes
at Clemson. Seven women
had attended engineering
courses in 1942 to aid in the
war effort, but not until
1955 did women actually
work toward a degree.
The early years
Life at Clemson for those
26 coeds in 1955 differed
vastly from what it is like
today. Although Clemson
had admitted women
students, there was no oncampus housing available for
them.
Interim President Walter
Cox said of the first women
students: "They were a
hardy group of pioneers.
There was no housing for
them, so they either boarded
or commuted."
One boarding house was
run by Mrs. Charles Carter
Newman, wife of Clemson's
first graduate back in 1895.
She ran a boarding house for
women at what is now the Pi
Kappa Alpha house, located
across the highway from
Hoke Sloan Tennis Center.
"Back in those days it was
unusual for women to come
to school," said Mrs.
Newman, who now resides in

First dean of women Susan Delony welcomes one of the first female students to the University in 1955.
the Clemson House. "They
needed a place to stay while
in school, so I started the
boarding house."
Cox said that those early
women encouraged other
problems as well. "Before we
admitted women as
students," he said, "few
women would come to
campus. But the ones who
did received a lot of
attention."
Cox also related how
cadets would react to coeds
in the dining halls. "Once
the women were allowed to
eat in the dining halls,
cadets would make noises,
such as 'oink, oink' sounds,
as the women were walking
in," Cox said. "Some cadets
didn't like their eating in the
male dining halls, but they
soon got used to their

presence."
Most of the early coeds
majored either in premedicine or education, but
some studied other
disciplines, such as animal
husbandry and English. The
first coed graduate was
Margaret Marie Snider
Coker in 1957.
There was surprisingly
little controversy over
women enrolling at what had
formerly been an all-male
military college. The Tiger
reported that the presence of
coeds "added class" to the
campus. Three years later,
when the number of coeds
was still comparative small,
The Tiger commented,
"Scatter a thousand of them
among the students and it
will improve dining room
manners."

Women's housing
The first major
breakthrough at Clemson for
women other than theninitial admittance was the
building of Mauldin Hall, the
first women's dormitory on
campus. Another major
addition at the college was
the arrival of Miss Susan G.
Delony as the first dean of
women and Mrs. Mary Hood
as head of residence to live
in the dormitory with the
women.
In 1963, 158 women were
enrolled at Clemson, and
their numbers have increased
every year since. Though
still a relatively small
percentage of the college's
enrollment, women almost
immediately began to make
their presence at the college
known.

The addition of wj
housing marked the
beginning of a perk
enormous change all
Clemson Tn 1964 tfl
of the college was f(J
changedfrom Clemj
Agricultural Collega
ClemsonUniversityl
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University." The ac
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men. The separatior
and west campus sel

Female students

i

"You've come a long way,
baby."
Well, in the case of the
women on campus, this old
cliche is very true. Great
strides have been made by
the female population of
Clemson University since
they were first admitted
30 years ago.
Joy Smith, dean of student
life, sees the role of the
female undergraduate
student clianging. Not only
are many females furthering
their educations by coming
to college, but they are also
now intent upon technical
majors. In the past, women
tended to cling to the
predominantly female
stereotyped careers such as
education and nursing. As
the years roll on, more and
more women are entering the
working world with degrees
in business, engineering, and
architecture.
According to Smith, there
is a national trend toward

higher-paying jobs for
women based on thendecisions for careers with
higher salaries. Career
decisions are not just based
on money, though. Women
are entering into more highly
technical fields because they
feel now that it's OK to
show the fact that "girls
have brains."
Although women are
entering into more technical
careers, there has also been a
trend toward returning to
more traditional careers and
not being "put down" for it.
In recent years, if a female
with "the brains to do
whatever she wanted to"
didn't go into a more
technical career, it was often
assumed that she was, in a
sense, "copping out."
"Not anymore," Smith
said. "Women aren't afraid
to be called traditional. They
can basically go either for
the more technical career or
for the more traditional careers

such as education or
nursing." 1
The number of fems
campus has been stead
increasing over the yel
1971, the total female!
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son forever
enforce strict rules
governing conduct between
men and women. An
example of one rule was that
women had to be in their
dormitories by 10 p.m. each
night except Friday and
Saturday nights.
Eventually, in the eariy
70s, these strict rules—which
were restricted to
women—were eliminated. As
women began to stand up for
their rights more often, they
began to show their presence
on campus even more
visibly.
Women appeared more and
more in campus
organizations. Nancy Miller
was editor of TAPS in 1967,
and Nancy Jacobs was editor
of The Tiger from 1973 to
1975. Patricia Warren served
as Student Senate president
in 1976, and Margaret Seay
was chief of the high court in
1967.
Women's sports began in
1975 with the establishment
of women's basketball, field
hocky, swimming, and
tennis. In 1977 women's
volleyball was introduced to
the University, and in 1979
cross country, fencing, and
indoor and outdoor track
were introduced as women's
/ersity in 1955.
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The above cartoon, showing student opinion of changes at the college, first appeared in The Tiger
in the late 1950s.
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The most popular major
for women in 1971 was
elementary education with
370 women listed. Nursing
was second with 202 females
enrolled in that major,
followed by secondary
education and psychology.
Today administrative
management is the most
popular female
undergraduate program with
422 women listed.
Nursing remained second
with 377 female students
listed in the nursing
program. Accounting and
elementary education are the
next two most popular
majors, supporting the idea
that both traditional and
nontraditional careers are
being pursued by today's
women.
Smith sees the term
"coed" as being a thing of
the past. "That term went
out with panty raids," Smith
said. As dean of student life,
Smith sees the changes that

have taken place over the
last 10 to 12 years with
women as positive steps
toward a more equal future.
"The only office which has
not been held by a female
student is that of student
body president," Smith said,
"and I know several girls
that would do an excellent
job in that position. I don't
know why a female hasn't
held that position.",
Sororities have provided a
place for today's female
college student to go and feel
good about her decisions.
"Sororities make girls feel
like it's OK to strive for
more professional
organizations and careers,"
Smith said. The feeling of "I
can be what I want to be," is
being more widely accepted
today than it was in the
past.
Smith thinks that one of
the greatest steps the
University took in actually
bringing together the

student population was the
merging of the
administrative end of the
college. "Up until 1979 or
1980, the Housing Office
was divided into male and
female departments," Smith
said. "Now housing for both
males and females are
handled by the same office
staff. The student life office
was the same way. In fact, if
a guy got into trouble, only
a male administrator was
allowed to talk to him. Now
all students are treated the
same."
•
Women are less protected
now than they were several
years ago. Protection (not in
the sense of security), which
at one time kept the females
and males isolated from one
another, has diminished. The
administration has provided
an atmosphere of "working
together" with males and
females. As Smith put it,
"there's nothing holding
women back."

Stories by
John Padgett
and
Kim Norton
Artwork by
John Norton
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Army ROTC a 'confidence-builder' for cadets
by Therese Roby
staff writer

Tim Crawford/staff photographer

Above, Therese Roby gets a first-hand introduction
to rappeiling. Top right, C/Maj. Eddie Rosamond
prepares to descend the cliff.

NUKE TRACKS
TOCOLDEN
CORRAL...

The aggressors stake themselves out in the
underbrush, waiting as the OP (for friendly forces)
prepare to attack. A smoke bomb is thrown by OP
to block the aggressors' view. A man, firing at the
enemy below, covers for the soldiers rappeiling
swiftly down the cliff beneath him.
The rappeiling soldiers simultaneously fire on the
aggressors, who now rush out of the underbrush to
counterattack. Some of the aggressors go down in the
swampy pond and the rest are flushed out and killed
by the friendly forces. The good guys always win.
Actually, this was a mock war and the only
casualty was a pair of torn pants.
On Wednesday, Oct. 9, in full combat gear, complete with real guns and painted faces, the Clemson
University Army ROTC Rangers sponsored the events
demonstrating their capabilities as the result of
their extensive training both in the classroom and in
the field.
The demonstration was only one part of the
afternoon's activities scheduled for the Army ROTC
Cadets. The Rangers, who specialize in such skills as
rappeiling, taught the Cadets as well as a couple of
Air Force officers and two members of The Tiger
staff, including yours truly, exactly how to tie a rope
around oneself and jump down a 90-foot cliff.
The program is run by seniors, who are officers,
and assisted by juniors, called NCO's, or Noncommissioned Officers, both in conjunction with
the Rangers. These men organize transportation to
and from the site, provide equipment, make sure the
equipment is safe and ready for use and secure the
site for use, which in this case was near the Oconee
Air Strip at the rock quarry. In short, aside from
briefing their superiors a week ahead of time, the
students themselves run the whole show.
Both the demonstration and the rappeiling class
were actually part of a lab that coincides with the
Military Science 101 class. The MS 101 class is the
basic course and is generally taken by freshmen and
sophomores. The purpose of this course is to teach
the students leadership abilities, to give them confidence, to familiarize them with weapons and equipment, and to give them some military history. The
students also learn rappeiling, land navigation, map
reading, and other skills a soldier must master. 'The
main purpose of this kind of exercise is to build confidence," according to assistant professor of military
science Captain Bruce T. Brown.
"Nine-tenths of these men have never done anything like rappeiling off a 90-foot cliff," stated Capt.
Brown. 'The idea is to teach them in the classroom

as well as give them hands-on experience.'
Many people are confused as to what the program entails and how to join the Army ROTC. It s
simple. Take MS 101 and you are on your way. It s
just a class like math 101," says Capt. Brown. The
only difference is that for this class, books are provided at no cost for the first year. Uniforms are
loaned out also.
To further familiarize students with the Army,
freshmen are taken on an orientation trip to Fort
Benning, Ga., each year over fall break. This gives
them a first-hand view of what an actual Army base
looks like and how it is run. This is important to
Capt. Brown, who would like students to formulate
opinions about the Army ROTC based on facts and
not just hearsay. This fall the trip is scheduled for
Oct. 26-28 and will include a guided tour as well as
hands-on experience with tanks.
Other Army ROTC activities planned for the
upcoming year include helicopters being flown in by
the South Carolina National Guard out of Columbia,
and white-water rafting sometime in April. Also, the
Ranger Company, which is an ROTC-sponsored club,
is planning a trip to Mt. Yonahi on Oct. 19 to do
some more rappeiling.
The afternoon was indeed a learning experience
for me. I went in with no idea of what I was writing
about and the fear that I would lose my life, or at
least an arm or a leg. I came back with a better
understanding of the Army ROTC program and the
semi-capability of rappeiling off a cliff. Now that
I've overcome my fear of heights, maybe for my
next assignment I'll learn how to jump out of a
helicopter or swing across a raging river 40 feet
above on a rope. Rambo, eat your heart out.

TAPS elections
needed:
Designer
Records Editor

.FOR THE BEST
TAILGATING MEAL EVER!
At Golden Corralf we've got a great idea for
an easy, delicious tailgating meal...Golden Roast
Chicken to go! A whole Chicken a la carte, lightly
seasoned and roasted to perfection in a rotisserie
oven. It's the perfect way to liven up your tailgating
party. Stop by Golden Corral this Saturday and see
what we mean! And good luck Clemson!

Now the best place in town for steaks is
the best place in town for chicken!
GOLDEN CORRAL...GREATSTtAKS AND A WHOLE LOT MORE.

1010 Tiger Boulevard West
(123 Bypass)

GOLDEN i
CORRAL
Family Steak House
c 1985. Golden Corral Corp

applications may be picked
up in TAPS office and must
be returned by Nov. 1, 1985.
Elections will be held
Nov. 4, 1985.
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Smoking can cloud women's appearance, future
by Cheryl Craig
graduate student
College of Nursing
When women stop smoking,
they find that their cough disappears. They notice that their hair
and clothing smell fresher. They
also have more energy and selfconfidence.

Living Well
It has been shown that smoking increases the risk of lung
cancer tenfold, the risk of dying
from stroke threefold, and the
risk of heart attack twofold. Of
special interest to women is the

new U.S. Surgeon General's Report on Health Consequences of
Cigarette Smoking for Women,
which shows that the death rate
from lung cancer in women now
surpasses the death rate for
breast cancer.
The American Cancer Society
reports high risk for heart attack
and stroke for women smokers
over age 35 who use oral contraceptives. Studies show that
the risk for miscarriage, low birth
weight, complications at delivery, and health problems during
infancy are increased when the
mother smokes. And if she
smokes, her children are more
likely to smoke.
When a woman stops smoking,

these risks begin decreasing immediately. Eventually her risk
levels can return to those of nonsmokers. There is no sound evidence that women gain weight
when they stop smoking. Some
even lose weight because they
become more active.
Less women are smoking—
under 30 percent—but women
who do run eight to 12 times the
risk for death from cancer. Ways
to stop include smoking cessation classes, group counseling,
physician prescribed medication
and regiment, environmental
changes to avoid cigarettes, and
a firm decision to simply stop.
There's no better feeling than
stopping a bad habit. Do it now.

SHOW TIMES: 7:00 & 9:00
Matinee Sunday 2:00 & 4:00

IT STARTED IN MAY
IN A SMALL TOWN.
AND EVERY MONTH
AFTER THAT
WHENEVER THE MOON
WAS FULL...

IT CAME BACK.

We Can Color Your Eyes
,(green, brown, blue, amber or aqua)

for just $199.
T^

3

>~

,

^"

And give you an additional pair of tinted
contact lenses for half
price when you purchase two pairs on the
same day.
We welcome your
call for more information about
our tinted
contact lenses.

w f, i i i l&
!

4 !i

Now
Showing

STEPHEN KINGS

stftiVER BULLEI
H E

MAKES

EVIL

AN

EVENT

DINO DE IAURENTIIS PRESENTS
STEPHEN KINGS SILVER BULLET GARY BUSEY EVERETT McGILL
COREY HAIM ■ MUSIC BY JAY CHATTAWAY BASED ON THE
NOVELETTE "CYCLE OF THE WEREWOLF" BY STEPHEN KING
SCREENPLAY BY STEPHEN KING PRODUCED BY MARTHA SCHUMACHER M±
R -KKJL. DIRECTED BY DANIEL ATTIAS
A PARAMOUNT PICTURE WW

SHOW TIMES: 7:00 & 9:00
MATINEE SUNDAY: 2:00 & 4:00

THE VISION CENTERS

Ni/A61flN

tn&fiL

R

CHUCK
N0RRIS

SHOW TIMES: 7:00 & 9:00 MAT. SUN. 2:00 & 4:00

Late Show
Fri.-Sat.
11:30 p.m.
"THE BIG
CHILL"

Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, OptometristsJ
123 By-Pass 'The Commons' in Seneca • 882-33381
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhaila • 638-9505 J
Fee and information Line • 882-9322
Copyriflkl 19Ss'Gfi«aa A..,„ ,.,,, | . . All R. hl. Kr.t,
B
vrd
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ACUI Campus
Preliminary 8-BALL
TOURNAMENT for male
students. Wednesday, Oct. 16,
7 p.m. Sign up at the Union
Games Area Desk.

The Princeton Ballet
Oct. 15, 8 p.m.

Sign up now for an

in Tillman Auditorium.

OVERNIGHT
HORSEBACK RIDING

Students $4, Public $7

TRIP. Oct. 19-20, $29.95

A
Tour Bi It more Estates
with us!
Oct. 20, 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

Get your official STING/
HOMECOMING T-shirts now!
At the Information Desk.
Just $6.

$22

The CUU Travel Center is
providing a shuttle service
to and trom the
Greenville/Spartanburg Jetport
over Fall Break and
Thanksgiving. The cost is $10
each way. Sign up at the Union

Movies:
THE BIG CHILL 7 & 9:15, $ 1.50
Oct. 10, 12
KELLY'S HEROS 7 & 9:30, FREE
Oct. 13, SUNDAY FREE FLICK
DR. DETROIT 8 p.m., $1,
Oct. 14,
MONDAY NIGHT SERIES
THE KARATE KID, 7 & 9:15,
$1.50, Oct. 17-19

Information Desk when you
know your tlight times.

Save time and money
with these SHORT
COURSES ...
CPR-Oct. 14, 16, $20.
Certification upon
completion of course.
AUTOMOTIVE
MAINTENANCEOct 15,
22, 29, $3. Learn how to
care for your car.
WORLD OF INVESTMENTSOct. 16, 23, 30, $7.
RETAIL MERCHANDISING
AND DISPLAY-Oct 15, $25
Learn to use the correct
fixtures, colors, lighting,
props, and mannequins
for window and interior
display.
SIGN UP FOR SHORT COURSES AT THE
UNIVERSITY UNION INFORMATION DESK.
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Entertainment
Hank Jr.: An entertainer like no one else
by Esther Martin
staff writer
In the audience stand
thousands of people waiting for
one man—the man with the cowboy hat, the full beard, the dark
glasses, the jeans, and the
custom boots.
Behind the platform comes
down a prop with a big Jim
Beam bottle. That's his trade-

mark. The people are getting
rowdy and ready for some coun-

Concert
Review
try rock 'n roll. Opening singer
Lacy J. Dalton has already hit
the road. All that is left is
Hank's Bama Band.
One guy from the audience

Hank Williams Jr.

says to another, "I wish he'd
hurry up." Another fan, Kelly
Hardy, stands near a table where
"Bocephus" T-shirts are selling.
He says, "I don't like no other
country singer except Hank."
A few other people out in the
hall point to three punk rockers.
One says, "I think they're at the
wrong concert."
One girl from Raleigh, N.C.,
got excited and said, "I love it!
I've seen Z-Z top, Bob Seager,
Hank Williams, Jr. I've seen
everybody except Loretta Lynn,
but I love Hank Williams Jr.'s
music best."
By 9:40, Hank has gotten out
of his black limousine, and the
crowd starts to catch on because
the security guards are clearing
people out and few people are
running behind stage: He opens
his show with "All My Rowdy
Friends (Are Coming Over
Tonight)," which contains the
line, "Do ya wanna party?"
Hank knows how to perform
for his audience. At the age of
eight, he made his first professional performance. Since then
he has become an accomplished
instrumentalist with almost any
stringed instrument. He plays
the fiddle, piano, banjo, bass and
steel guitar, harp, and other instruments.
His father, Hank Williams,
who died at the age of 29, was a
powerful songwriter in American
music. He was responsible for
the national popularization of
country music in the late 1940s.
Two of his most popular songs
include "Hey, Good Lookin'"
and "Your Cheatin' Heart."

Today Hank Williams Jr. is an
entertainer like no one else. He
still plays a few of his father's
songs, but he does not live in his
father's shadow.
In between songs during the
concert, Hank attributed part of
his success to the musicians who
influenced him at a very young
age. Some of those who taught
him tricks were Jerry Lee Lewis,
Ray Charles, Brenda Lee, and
Johnny Cash.
In 1975, Hank almost lost his
life in a fatal fall he had while
mountain climbing. In spite of
the accident, Hank has continued to have success. One of
his more recent success involved
the album called Major Move
released at the end of 1984. The
album featured "Attitude Adjustments" that stayed at No. 1
for 17 straight weeks.
In an article printed in the
Pittsburgh Press in June 1982,
Hank said, "When I do a concert, I do the album. After all, if
people buy them, then that's
what they want to hear at concerts don't they?"
When asked about his success,
Hank said, "What you aim at for
a really big success in songs is
finding the ones that the girl in
the fur coat riding in the
Mercedes can relate to, as well as
the guy in a pickup truck."
Hank says more young people
are turning to his music. He
says, "They're escaping for
awhile from the troubles that
plaque today's world. They're
having a good time, and they're
like me ... ready to get Whiskey
Bent and Hell Bound."

Hank sings a lot about his
parents, current times, and
Southern ways. ... In "A Country Boy Can Survive" he gets
"The preacher man says it's the
end of time/The interest is up
and the stock market's down/
And you get only mugged if
you go downtown" from current
times. Toward the end of the
song, "We say grace and we say
ma'am, If you ain't into that we
don't give a damn," are illustrations of old Southern traditions.
In a few of Hank's betterknown songs, he might change
some of the words to make them
seem even more responsive.
In the middle of the concert
Saturday night, Hank performed
about 45 minutes by himself
playing blues and medleys. At
this point it was easy to mellow
out. Some people even complained
that the concert was not rowdy
enough. However, this part revealed Hank's multi-talents.
At 11 p.m. the crowd started to
come alive. The band was back and
they played "Women I've
Never Had." Then one of the audience's favorites, "Family
Tradition," gave the fans a
chance to participate in the song.
When the audience saw Hank
taking off his shirt, they knew he
was about to wrap the concert up
and was going to do a little
boogiein' on the stage. This time
his body guard even did a few
jiggles on the floor to the song
"Caligia." Then he startled the
audience by a gun shot of blanks.
It was the end of the show. He
got into his limousine and was
gone.

Lead singers take a walk Sting buzzes into town
Being in the front has its advantages,
the front of a band that is. Lead singers
are the ones that most of the eroupies eo
for and the ones the public recogruzesy
Let's face it: They make the band what it
really is.

THE BEAT GOES ON

Ernest Gibbs
Entertainment Editor
Lately, lead singers have been calling it
quits with their mother groups and heading out on their own. The vanity here
can't be ignored. Being in the spotlight
constantly makes a lead singer subconsciously appear to be the core and essence
of a group. When the singer steps down
the public tends to disregard the rest of
the group and concentrate on the dear
departed singer.
This really isn't fair to the group. Their
music doesn't change, just the voice up
front. Sad to say, that's what matters to
the record-buying public. They've become
so accustomed to hearing that voice that
they refuse to accept the new one, without
really giving the new one a chance.
Most k^ad singers take off after many
years of success under their original
groups. Others take off after only a few
albums. The power of success can make
an individual do weird things. A million
dollars split one way goes a whole lot further than if it had gone five ways.
Let's look at several leaping leaders.
David Lee Roth of Van Halen is a good
one. His wild antics and awesome stage
presence were the core of Van Halen.
David Lee Roth and Van Halen were
synonymous. David decided to cut a minialbum for fun and was on his way. Sammv
Hagar wearing long hair, earrings, and potpourri clothes? Let's be serious.
Then there's Phillip Bailey and Maurice
White, the two principal singers of Earth,
Wind, and Fire. Even though neither has
publicly sworn off Earth, Wind and Fire, I
haven't heard of a new album in the works
for the rhythm and bVv« n-oupe.
Henry Wayne Casey (I think that's
right, better known as K.C. of K.C. and
the Sunshine Band is a good example^
When he left the Sunshine Band to record

solo, the Sunshine Band fell into obscurity.
K.C. hasn't been that successful, but he's
done okay.
Moving back in time a little, we get
snagged by Diana Ross. The widely
publicized and controversial split she had
with Supremes is definitely one of the better known. Diana was surely the front
girl, the heart, the soul of the Supremes.
The name of the group was changed to
Diana Ross and the Supremes. Still not
good enough.
Diana eventually went on her own to
even more success as a soloist. The
Supremes however, were not so lucky.
When the smoke finally cleared, the
Supremes drifted into relative obscurity.
The number-one female group of all time,
hitting number one 12 times. The only
group in the Sixties to give the Beatles
any contention on the charts, reduced to
playing night clubs. What a way to go.
Let's not forget the Commodores.
Lionel Richie, who's back-to-back platinum albums have made him Motown's alltime selling champ, has a bit of muck on
his face too. He and the Commodores split
on not-so-friendly terms. Richie has been
eating up the charts ever since he left his
homeboys of Tuskeegee Institute. The
first album the Richie-less Commodores
released was their worst selling album
ever.
You always save the best for last. You
must have known it was coming
There
was no stopping it. It had to happen.
Can't leave out the "Peter Pan of Pop,"
now can we? The most recognized name in
America. Michael Jackson.
After years of success with his brother,
Micky J. cut a million-plus selling album
but didn't leave his brothers. He went on
to record two more albums with his
brothers before recording Thriller.
After the mega-success of Thriller he
recorded yet anocner album with his
brothers. He hasn't officially left his
brothers. They just won't perform together anymore. Talk about brotherly
love.
Michael is an exception. He doesn't fit
the rule. But then maybe everybody else
that split had their own reasons. Sometimes the members of a band force the
lead singer into a position where he has no
choice. I don't know how many break-ups
this fits, but I'm sure it had a lot to do
with some of it.

by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
The force behind the super successful
group the Police is no more. The forcer
has taken on another task. The task of
being the force behind himself and
himself only. The force the Sting.
On tomorrow night. Sting comes to
Clemson, bringing with him a mixture of
jazz, pop, and reggae, and a little taste
of his Police days. With his unusual accompaniment of four jazz musicians it
should be interesting.
Two members of his troupe, Branford
Marsalis and Denny Kirkland, play with
Branfords brother, trumpeter Wynton
Marsalis. Sting's bass player is Darryl
Jones, bassist for Miles Davis. The
drummer is Omar Hakim, of Weather
Report. Quite a combination.
This new album was quite an accomplishment for Sting. The recording
of the album had some rough spots like
the numerous retakes he had to do due
to island power surges. Sting strained to
keep his cool as he always seems to do.
That cold, insensitive stare that has
become his trademark gives one the impression of someone that could be

heartless and cruel. But one incident
changed all that.
During a recording session Sting's oldest son Joe came into the studio. He
then put on a pair of head phones and began singing with his father. Sting put
his arms around him with his eyes
closed. True love.
This show should be different from
what we're used to seeing from Sting.
During the wild tour of the Police in '83,
Sting was everything but restrained. If
you watched Live Aid, you saw a different Sting. He came across as cool,
calm, collected.
With the jazzy tone of his album
Dream of the Blue Turtles
atmosphere snould be present in tomorrow night's show. The smooth melodies
coupled with beautiful harmonies should
make the atmosphere pleasant, warm.
If Sting decides to strike up some vintage Police, the crowd should really
start rocking. Not to say they won't to
his new album. But with vintage Police,
it's a little more predictable.
Cold, calculating, warm, receptive. All
of these qualities compose the man. The
Sting.

'Star Show '85* comes to jam
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
"Star Show '85" comes to Greenville
Memorial Auditorium on Sunday. The
show features the Bar-Kays, Atlantic
Starr, Starpoint, and Con-Funkshun in a
funk-filled jam fest.
The latest release by the Bar-Kays, the
Banging The Walls album (produced by
Allan Jones), is a big step forward for the
group. The album contains highly original
arrangements and decidely provocative
lyrics. Group leader James Alexander explained: "This album is definitely our biggest departure. We're not giving up the
hard-edged funk sound. We've just
broadened and diversified our approach."
The first single released, "Your Place
Or Mine," has dark, sexy, funk tone, with
that trademark bass of the Bar-Kays

thumping deeply in the background. Let's
hope that Memorial Auditorium can
stand the rhythm of the beat.
Atlantic Starr adds some spice to the
show with their newest album, As the
Band Turns. The group, as the title suggests, has gone through some major
changes. They are now a quintet and have
a new female vocalist, Barbara Weathers.
Atlantic Starr's summer hit " Freak-ARistic " was totally different from their
earlier material. The new sound will be a
welcome change.
The other two groups on the card. Starpoint and Con-Funkshun, have had their
share of hits in the past. One of the hottest tunes out now, Starpoint's "Object of
My Desire," is sure to be performed. ConFunkshun rocked the charts earlier this
year with "Electric Lady" and hopefully
they'll rock Greenville with it too.
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Step show tops off Kappa Week\
by Sean Jones
staff writer
What exactly is a step show?
One could begin by classifying it
as a social activity of the Pan
Hellenic Greek Council of Fraternities and Sororities. It then
serves as an opportunity for all of
the Greeks to get together and
participate in good, clean fun.
In the case of Clemson's Kappa
Lambda chapter of Kappa Alpha
Psi, the step show symbolizes
not only a means of getting together but also a tribute to the
chapter's past and a way to get
involved.
Kappa Alpha Psi was started
on Jan. 5, 1911, on the campus of
Indiana University. The fraternity
was formed as a means of bringing blacks closer together, and to
cultivate an attitude of selfworth and achievement. The
organization's membership has
grown to more than 70,000 Kappa
Alpha Psi brothers!
The step show itself is a very
important part of the Greek's
life. Each fraternity and sorority
uses its own symbolism to get
across the character its
organization portrays. Kappa
Alpha Psi's colors are crimson
and white. Each member has a
crimson-and-white-striped cane

24-HR. DELI 654-8101
KOSHER STYLE SANDWICHES

Tim Crawford/staff photographer

Glenn Corbitt, Leonard Jackson, Maurice Holloway,
Harold Gillems and Ray Inabinette prepare for step show.
which they use to make tapping party Saturday at 10 p.m. at the
First Class Night Club with the
sounds.
In the day and age that the step show as the main attraction.
fraternity was founded, it was* The step show is the culminating
classy and stylish to have a cane, event of its annual observance of
so the fraternity adopted the Kappa Week, whose theme if
cane as a part of its character. "Making Dreams Reality."
Kappa Week is its way of
While twirling and passing their
canes, the members chant showing the community, the
phrases, giving you an idea of University, the students, and the
what their fraternity is really other Greeks that it is a con
cerned organization trying to
about.
Clemson's chapter of Kappa contribute something positive to
Alpha Psi is going to put on a the community.

Solo flight takes different route
by Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
Ex-Police chief Sting (real
name Gordon Sumner) has
taken out on his own and
brought forth his first solo
album, Dream of the Blue Turtles.

Album Review
The first single released from
the album, "If You Love Somebody
Set Them Free," has the sound of
an up-beat jazz tune. Sting's
husky vocals gives the jazz in the
song an extra boost. Branford
Marsalis' sax also makes the jazz
influence eminent.

In "Childrens Crusade," the
tone of the song takes on a
mystical quality in its instrumentation and wording. The
song talks of World War I. It
describes the drafting and sending of young men off to war. Sting
describes the needless sacrifice of
"virgin" lives. The innocence of
young is the central theme in this
tune.
Another revelation about pain
and suffering, "We Work the
Black Seam" is a cut bringing out
the agony and grief of coal
miners. The slow harmonies
makes the listener feel the
agony of the distraught coal
miner. This one is highly recom-

mended for the sentimental at
heart.
The second single released,
"Fortress Around Your Heart,"is
up-beat and very danceable. The
mellowed bridge has a relaxing
sensation and catches the
listener's attention. The light
bass gives the song an overall
even tone, not too heavy, not too
light. The electric guitar isn't
over done here either, which compliments the bass.
The triple mix of jazz-reggaepop gives the album an interesting sound and should give the
listener something new to listen
to Dream of the Blue Turtles is
certainly a pleasant dream.

Regional
Notes . . .

Cheese $.35 Extra

Hoagie
Reuben
Italian Sub
Cheddar Melt
Cheese Deli

2.95
2.95
3.05
2.95
2.55

GRILL ITEMS
Meat Ball Sub
'
Phtli Cheese Steak
Steak-N-A-Sack
Filet Mignon Sandwich
"Tiger Burger" (chuck 1/4 lb.)
Rib-Eye Sandwich
Grilled Cheese
Egg Sandwich...
Clubr Sandwich
Ham & Eggs
Sausage & Eggs
Pastrami & Eggs....'
Steak & Bagel
Gyro
Chicken Filet Sandwich

Smoked Cheddar
Super Sharp
Hot Pepper..':...".'
Provelone
Mozzarella
Gouda
American
Swiss ..
Mueuster
Cream Cheese

Greenville Memorial
Auditorium
Atlantic Starr, Starpoint, Confunkshun, and the Barkays will
be performing at the Greenville
Memorial Auditorium Sunday at
7 p.m. Tickets are $10 and can
be purchased at the Auditorium
box office and other ticket
outlets.

2.95
3.50
2.95
3.65
2.50
3.50
1.45
1.45
2.95
2.25
2.25
2.25
1.95
2.75
1.95

...

.

4.25/lb.
4.40/lb.
2.95/lb.
4^25/lb.
4.25/lb.
.4.65/lb.
3.10/lb.
4.25/lb.
4.40/lb.
2.95/lb.

Cheese Cakes
Baklava

Princeton Ballet
With a dynamic trdition extending back to 1963, the Princeton
Ballet, striving lor excellence,
has made this ensemble one of
America's foremost ballet companies. Witness a night of natural
eiegance as a 12-member group
graces the stage. Tickets are $7
for the public and $4 students.
Performance is Tuesday at 8 p.m.

Read Tiger
entertainment

v

2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70

WORLD CHEESE LIST

Sting in concert
Pop star Sting will be performing in Littlejohn Coliseum on
tomorrow night at 8 p.m. Tickets
are $15 and can be purchased at
the Union Box Office and usual
ticket outlets.

Oh Coward!
A concert version of the offBroadway musical revue, showcasing the witty and often
touching music of Noel Coward.
Performance is Oct. 22 in
Daniel Hall Auditorium.

Corned Beef
Peppered Beef
Pastrami
Tu rkey
Kielbasa
Roast Beef

1.25
95.

BREAKFAST ANYTIME!!! .
Steak & Eggs
(3 eggs, toast, french fries, choice of
5 oz. filet or 7 oz. rib eye)
Bacon & Eggs
Sausage & Eggs
Ham & Eggs

4.95

2.75
2.75
2.75

OMELETTES

HE

MAKES

EVIL

Cheese
Ham
Sausage
/
Western
(served with french fries, tomatoes, toast)

AN

DINO DE LAURENTIIS PRESENTS
STEPHEN KINGS SILVER BULLET- GARY BUSEY-EVERETT McGILL
COREY HAIM MUSIC BY JAY CHATTAWAY BASED ON THE
NOVELETTE "CYCLE OF THE WEREWOLF" BY STEPHEN KING
SCREENPLAY BY STEPHEN KING PRODUCED BY MARTHA SCHUMACHER
R^SSJfc. DIRECTED BY DANIEL ATTIAS
A^^h^Q^I^I^M

Starts Friday, October 11 at a theater near you.

a

Bagel w/Cream Cheese
Bagel Deli Sandwich
(meat & cheese included)

2.65
2.95
2.95
2.95

1.10
1-95
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Twenty-six years ago the Tigers'
colors began to fade quietly from
purple to blue. But today many
fans wonder . ..

Will the 'purple reign' return?
by Rick Taylor
staff writer
To the casual observer, the difference between purple
and blue is little more than a slight variation in color tone.
But to some of the more ardent Clemson fans, the difference between the two colors is the difference between
right and wrong.
According to Clemson's 1985 Football Press Guide,
the school's official colors are Northwest Purple and
Burnt Orange. But as any spectator at any Clemson
sporting event in recent years could tell you, very little
purple is seen at the school these days. Orange, white, and
blue dominate the athletic teams' uniforms, souvenir
shops' merchandise, and the color schemes of Memorial
Stadium and Littlejohn Coliseum.
While the traditionalists among the Tiger faithful
readily accept orange and white, they regard blue as a
reproach to their creed.
I like the orange and white (football) uniforms, but I
don't care much for the blue trim," said Ben Darby, a
long-time Clemson supporter. "If the school colors are
orange and purple, then the team's uniforms ought to be
orange and purple."
Joe Crawford, another avid Tiger fan, said, "Seeing
blue on our uniforms just doesn't set well with me. Orange
and blue are Virginia's or Florida's or Auburn's colors,
not Clemson's."
"I like the purple better because I think orange and
purple looks prettier together than orange and blue does,"
said Martha Lollis, a Clemson booster.
Whatever their reasons are for preferring purple, the

"blue haters" appear to have an ally of sorts in Clemson's
Sports Information Director Bob Bradley.
"Orange and purple are still the school's colors,
despite all the blue that you see at the stadium," said
Bradley. "When the stadium was renovated in 1978-79,
the stadium signs and the scoreboard were painted blue. I
don't know who made the decision to go with blue, but I
didn't have any input in the matter.
"To me, orange and purple will always be Clemson's
colors," he said.
Blue did not appear on the Tigers' football uniforms
until 1959, Bradley said.
"Back in the '30's, the team wore purple jerseys," he
said. Then, one day, the players convinced Coach (Jess)
Neely that purple, being a dark color, was too hot to wear.
So, the team switched to white and orange, lighter
colors."
Bradley, in his thirty-first year at Clemson, said that
the blue in the uniforms was the result of a request made
by a television network.
"Clemson was going to play LSU in the '50 Sugar
Bowl, and LSU, being the home team, chose to wear
white. Since most of the TV sets back then were black and
white, the network televising the game didn't think that
our orange jerseys would provide enough contrast with
LSU's white jerseys.
"So, Coach Frank Howard outfitted the team in navy
blue jerseys which he called the "sugar blues." Including
that Sugar Bowl game, I think the team wore the 'sugar
blues' only three or four times," Bradley said..
Although the "sugar blues" were retired following
the '63 season, Clemson's football uniforms continued to

be trimmed in blue from 1964-69, when Howard stepped
down as. coach, said Len Gough, an associate athletic
director at Clemson.
"From 1970 to 1976, the uniforms were just orange
and white," Gough said. "Then, when Charley Pell
became the head coach in '77, we put blue trim on the
helmets. That same year, we put blue trim around the
numerals on our cold-weather jerseys. When we went to
one jersey type in 1979, we had the blue trim put around
the numerals again. The blue stripe on the pants was added in '82."
No one seems to know why Clemson's uniforms have
continued to be trimmed in blue instead of purple in recent years. But two local merchants have very definate
ideas as to why so little purple can be found in their
stores.
David Spearman, manager of Mr. Knickerbocker's
said that he has had no demand for Clemson apparel in
purple.
"The consumers really determine what we offer for
sale," Spearman said. "We've had very few requests for
purple (merchandise) since we opened in 1972. I think
most people stay away from purple because it is not a
very fashionable color."
Warren McElmurray, manager of the Athletic
Department, claimed that the clothing manufacturers do
not produce much purple merchandise.
"Since navy is a more versatile color, we get more of a
selection in navy than in purple," McElmurray said.
Meanwhile, some Clemson fans remain hopeful that
they will someday see a return of the "purple reign."

Some things never
change-or do they?
There are some things in this
world that are just meant to be.
Whether they are written down
or just taken for granted, "they
just got to be so." Clemson
beating Virginia must certainly
fall into that category.

TRAILING
THE TIGER
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Henry Walls and Brian Raber sandwich Kentucky quarterback Kevin Dooley in
Lexington.

Turnovers, errors sink Tigers
by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
LEXINGTON, Ky.-Seven
Tiger turnovers combined with
an inspiring performance from
backup Wildcat quarterback Kevin
Dooley spelled victory for the
Kentucky Wildcats as they defeated the error-prone Tigers
26-7 Saturday night.
Dooley took over for injured
starter Bill Ransdale on the second offensive series and went on
to complete 15 of 23 passes for
142 yards and no interceptions.
He also flipped a five-yard screen
pass to Mark Logan for the
fourth-quarter touchdown that
put the Wildcats up 23-7 with 14
minutes to play, squelching any
Tiger hopes of a comeback
victory.
As in their past three games,
the Tiger offense sputtered
throughout the game, managing
only one touchdown on a 25-yard
reverse by receiver Ray Williams
that pulled the Tigers within
16-7 in the third quarter. Once
again though, turnovers killed
the Tigers as Kentucky took advantage of an interception and a
fumble to score 10 fourth-quarter
points to ice the victory.

The continuing problem with
turnovers had head coach Danny
Ford looking for answers after
the Tigers' third consecutive
loss. "We can't continue to make
mistakes; that finally comes
down to coaching, teaching,"
Ford said. "If they can't do it,
then we need to get somebody
that can.
"I don't want to give up on any
of our players," Ford said. "But
we have to take a look at the
films and see how they do. We
have to make some personnel
changes—that is evident."
Whereas Randy Anderson
started at quarterback, Ford
gave red-shirt freshman Rodney
Williams a considerable amount
of playing time against Kentucky. Both quarterbacks ran the
option, a play Ford had stayed
away from the previous three
games for fear of losing one of his
two signal callers.
While the Tiger offense continued to have its problems, the
defense again showed improvement over last week's game.
Though faced with staying on
the field 37 minutes, the defense
rose to occasion several times to
thwart Wildcat scoring threats.
The Wildcats took control of

the ball on turnovers three times
within Tiger territory, and all
three times the defense held and
forced Kentucky to settle for
field goals. Wildcat kicker Joey
Worley responded well though,
hitting all four of his attempts.
Throughout the first three
games, the one consistent bright
spot for the Tigers had been the
kicking game, but it was several
kicking miscues that cost the
Tigers dearly. Two muffed punt
returns resulted in two Kentucky
field goals, while a motion penalty negated a 4 4-yard field goal
by David Treadwell. His second
attempt, after the penalty had
been stepped off, fell far short of
the uprights.
But the crushing blow came
when Wildcat Brian Williams
took an Andy Newell punt and
raced 57 yards untouched for a
touchdown to put Kentucky up
16-0 early in the third quarter.
Though the Tigers answered
with a touchdown, they never
seemed to regain their confidence
afterwards.
"They just broke our back with
the punt return," Ford said.
"They made some fine blocks,
and we didn't do a good job on
coverage."

Tommy
Trammel I
Sports Editor

But I couldn't help but wonder
after I watched the Tigers commit seven turnovers and fall to
Kentucky-would the Tigers lose
to Virginia also?
Kentucky
After two losses in Death
Valley, I believed both the Tigers
and I needed a little break from
the land of orange. Lexington
seemed a suitable place, and
since Kentucky was on the schedule, a trip to the Bluegrass state
seemed to be just what we both
needed - a confidence-building
game for the Tigers and some
free travel for me.
The 7:30 p.m. game time allowed some time for the sightseer
in me to come alive. Unfortunately, my interest led me to the
Keeneland Race Track to watch a
little four-legged running. Three
lazy nags and $6 later, I had seen
enough racing and turned my
thoughts to the Tigers.
I was ready to see the Tigers
really break out and show their
stuff. The weather was great40 degrees—the fans were there,
but the Tigers never showed up.
The story was all too familiar—turnovers forcing the
defense to hold the opponents
deep in Tiger territory, as
Kentucky closed the book on the
Tigers' third straight loss of the
season.
No way Cavs
As my private jet touched safely
down from the long flight from
Lexington, the guy seated next

to me nudged me, and I was
brought back to find myself
traveling down 1-40 on my way
back to Clemson.
As I sat up in my seat I
overheard some of the Tiger
Band members talking. The
overall sentiment on the bus
seemed evident—"we can't lose to
Virginia, can we?" If I would've
based my answer solely on the
Tigers' performance against
Kentucky, it would've been a resounding "yes!"
But several hours back in the
semi-friendly confines of my
dorm room had me changing my
attitude.
The Tigers have beaten the
Cavs 24 consecutive times. You
didn't use to hear people talking
about how the Tigers escaped
defeat; they emphasized the winning, not the losing. The emphasis this week seems to be too
much on the Tigers not losing
rather than them continuing
their winning streak.
Even though the Tigers have
had their problems, I refuse to
believe they can lose to Virginia.
Besides the fact that no Tiger
team has ever lost to Virginia,
this Tiger team has a lot more
resting on this particular game.
Searching for a winning combination, coach Danny Ford has
decided to go with red-shirt
quarterback Rodney Williams
against Virginia Saturday afternoon. Williams saw a good bit of
action last week against Kentucky
last Satuday and will be making
his second start of the season.
While coach Ford has made
some personnel changes, Tiger
fans are hoping for some changes
on the scoreboard. The Tigers
have had 18 turnovers thus far,
compared to 24 total by the national championship team. It
doesn't take a genius to figure
out that such comparisons are
impossible to make.
While the Tigers surely fall
short of the performance of the
1981 squad, they are capable of
equaling one of their marks,
defeat Virginia.
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Booters remain unbeaten

Scoreboard
Football

by Patrick Turner
staff writer
Last Sunday the Clemson soccer team continued its quest for a
second national championship
with a 2-1 victory against a surprisingly tough Wake Forest
team. With the win, Clemson
held onto its lead in the ACC
standings with a 3-0 conference
record, while raising its overall
record to 10-0-1.
The Tigers struck early as Eric
Eichmann scored from the corner
of the penalty box only 11:15 into
the game. Wake Forest retaliated
quickly as Henry Riggs-Miller's
shot eluded Clemson goalkeeper
Shawn Cartmill to tie the game
1-1 eight minutes later.
The remainder of the second
half was marked by a number of
thwarted scoring opportunities
by both teams. Late in the half
Clemson gained momentum and
began to dominate the game but
was unable to capitalize on
several close shots.
Meanwhile fullback Bernard
Gray kept Clemson in the game
by ending several Wake Forest
attacks before any shot could be
taken.
The second half also saw the
Tigers miss on several scoring
opportunities until the 86:07
mark. At this time Eichmann
found Gary Conner in front of the
goal. The Wake Forest goalkeeper, unable to handle the
shot, dropped the ball which then
ricochetted into the goal.
The game was much closer
than many had expected it to be,
which worries Clemson coach
I. M. Ibrahim.
"Recently we have not been
playing up to our potential," said
Ibrahim. "We have been playing
just above each opponent's
potential, but we are not playing
as well as we should be."
Many other teams have also
played close games against the
Tigers this year, including
Chapman and Erskine. Coach
Ibrahim believes several factors
have contributed to this
phenomenon.
"Our opposition has wanted to
beat us more than we have
wanted to beat them," said
Ibrahim. "They want to win more
than we do. We have been reading too much good press about
ourselves and we think we are invincible. We are lacking in determination, which is the key to
winning.
"Although it is hard to be too
critical of a team that has not
lost a game, I am still not pleased
with our progress," Ibrahim said.
"We are not playing to our potential and our attitude is bad."
Ibrahim nopes this problem
can be corrected soon, as the
team is now entering the toughest part of the schedule. Clemson
has yet to face the top-ranked
team in Division II, Southern
Connecticut, second-ranked
Virginia, and fifth-ranked South
Carolina.
Clemson dives into this portion
of the season Oct. 10 as they host
Southern Connecticut. Sunday,
the Tigers play host to intrastate-rival South Carolina, which
brings their No. 5 ranking to
Riggs Field.
"The South Carolina game is
extremely important to us," said
Ibrahim. "It could mean the en-

Oct. 5—Kentucky 26, Clemson 7
Soccer
Oct. 6—Clemson 2, Wake Forest 1
Volleyball
Oct. 4-Clemson del W. Forest, 15-12, 15-7,
13-15, 15-5
Oct. 8-Clemson def. Furman, 15-4, 18-16, 12-15,
10-15, 15-8
Sailing Team
Oct. 5—Clemson finished fourth in Tiger Regatta
Upcoming Games
Football
Oct. 12—Virginia at Clemson, 12:15 p.m.
Soccer

tile photo

Paul Stebbins pushes it upfield as the Tigers kept their
unbeaten streak alive.
tire season to us, so we will need
all the fan support we can get.
South Carolina has never beaten
us in soccer, and they are tired of
hearing that from everyone. It
should be a competitive match,

Oct. 13—South Carolina at Clemson, 2 p.m.
Ot. 16—USC—Spartanburg at Clemson, 8 p.m.

but we need to finish better than
we have in past games in order to
win."
The South Carolina game will
be played Sunday, Oct. 13, at
2 p.m.

Volleyball
Oct. 11-12—at Central Florida Touranment
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call 654-8801
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Famous Chicken n Biscuits
Biscuits
Chicken Boxes

Sausage Biscuit
75<t ea. or 2 for 1.28
Sausage & Gravy Biscuit
1.29
Country Ham Biscuit
99
Steak Biscuit
99
Plain Biscuit
Vz doz: 1.95; doz: 2.80; ea: .35
Buttery or Jelly Biscuit
45
Gravy Biscuit
85
Egg Biscuit
60
Egg Bo-Biscuit
1.35
Chicken Filet Biscuit
1.76
Any Biscuit with Egg
add .30
Any Biscuit with Cheese
add .20
Bacon and Egg Biscuit
99

Chicken Dinner
1/4 Dinner
1/3 Dinner
1/2 Dinner

2.39
3.29
3.89

All White: 3(Xt Extra
Dinners Served With Homemade Biscuit & Choice
of Dirty Rice®, or Cajun Gravy®
or Cole Slaw or Potato Salad®

Chicken Snacks
Breast and Biscuit
-Thigh and Biscuit
Thigh, Leg and Biscuit ..
Breast, Wing and Biscuit

1.79
1.25
1.89
.2.19

Frozen Yogurt
Granola, Oreo, or Almond Toppings

With This Coupon

I

.95
.20

8 piece Chicken Box
6.49
12 piece Chicken Box
■
9.25
16 piece Chicken Box
12.25
20 piece Chicken Box
14.75
FREE BISCUITS WITH ALL BOXES

Drinks
New Jumbo Drinks
Coca-Cola, Sprite
Cherry, Diet Coke
Iced Tea
Coffee
Hot Chocolate
Milk
Chocolate Milk
Orange Juice

89
79
79
79
39
39
45
45
50

Chicken Nuggets
6 Chicken Nuggets/1 sauce
1.39
9 Chicken Nuggets/1 sauce .,
1.99
20 Chicken Nuggets/3 sauces
3.99
Sauces Include:
Sweet & Sour, Mustard, Barbecue and Honey
Sunday-Thursday, 8:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday, 8:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m.
$3.50 minimum order on-campus
$5.00 minimum order off-campus
No bills larger than $20.00.

With This Coupon

$1.99

Free Steak Biscuit

2-pc. Chicken Dinner
& Iced Tea

I Buy 1 Steak Biscuit with
Coffee, Get One Free

Expires 12/31/85

Expires 12/31/85

With This Coupon —

$1.99
j

2-pc. Chicken Dinner
& Iced Tea
Expires 12/31/85
Rf*
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Netters win two back-to-back
by Eric Keller
staff writer „
The Clemson volleyball team
won two straight matches this
week and have now won three of
their last four. More importantly,
one of the victories came Friday
night against Atlanta Coast Conference foe Wake Forest. The second win was a come-from-behind
effort against Furman.
Furman
The Paladins came to Tigertown Tuesday fired up to beat
the Tigers. Despite being overpowered they almost came away
with an upset.
The match opened with the
Lady Tigers taking an impressive 11-0 lead. Cindy Schuler,
who rotates with Wendy
Anderson, served seven of the
winning points. Furman scored
the next four points on Clemson's
mistakes, mainly on net violations. Chris Sherman took the
serve with Clemson leading 11-4
and served out the game. Denise
Murphy, Anderson, and Joy
Flemming all registered kills during the final four points.
A sweep looked to be in order
as Clemson jumped out to a 9-3
lead, but the Paladins refused to
give up. Furman took advantage
of a Clemson letdown and scored
the next eight points to take an
11-9 lead. Turner then scored two
kills for the Paladins and served
the final point to win 15-12.
The final and deciding game
started again as a struggle. The
situation grew dimmer as Cindy
Tucci, who shares the setting
duties with Lugering, was forced

to leave the game with a pinched
nerve in her foot. Furman took an
8-6 lead and things looked
desperate for the Lady Tigers.
With Clemson in control of the
serve, Feeley came off the bench
and served nine straight points
to lead the team to a 15-8 victory.
The ever-consistent Murphy provided three kills and two blocks
in the team's final surge to help
end the match.
Wake Forest
The Demon Deacons were victims of several firsts for this
year's Lady Tigers; the match
was the first home victory for the
team and the first ACC win of
the year.
In the first game Wake fought
Clemson to a 12-12 tie before the
Lady Tigers broke away on key
spikes from Denise Murphy and
Wendy Anderson to win 15-12.
Murphy led the team registering
eight kills for the game while
Anderson had five.
Game two wasn't as close, as
the Lady Tigers scored six
unanswered points to take a 10-4
lead. Senior Kim Smith provided
the final blow, serving an ace to

win the game 15-7. The Demon
Deacons survived a sweep by
taking the third game 15-13.
Needing only one game to win
their first ACC match, the Lady
Tigers turned it on and crushed
the Deacons 15-5. Feeley, Flemming
and Murphy all had three kills in
the final game for Clemson.
Commenting on his team's effort, coach Wayne Norms said,
"I was real pleased with the play
of Wendy Anderson and Denise
Murphy," Norris said. "Our setters Lynn Lugering and Cindy
Tucci did a good job for us.
Jennifer Feeley and Tammy
Quaresima did an excellent job
coming off the bench."
The match raised Clemson's
record to 1-1 in the ACC, while
Wake's conference record dropped
to 0-2, and their overall record
dipped to 8-8.
Upcoming
The Lady Tigers take their
6-16 record to Central Florida
this weekend to compete in a
tournament. Then on the 16th,
Clemson travels to Greenville to
take on Furman in a return
match.

file photo

Denise Murphy slams home a winner as the Lady
Tigers won three out of four games.
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FROM ATLANTA
ROUND TRIP
AIR. HOTEL. TRANSFERS.
TAXES. GRATUITIES. FULL PRICE
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Scheduled Airlines
To Various Dates
Austria Jan. 4

(AIR JAMAICA)

April 7, 1986

REDUCED
RATES
$199

JAMAICA

$199

NASSAU

$569

ST. THOMAS

$545

ST. CROIX

$449

SAN JUAN

i
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4 NIGHTS

$799

AUSTRIA

$489

BERMUDA

Rates Per Person, based on
twin, and subject to change.
Surcharges may apply to
certain departures. Limited
availability. Ask for special
airfare from your city or
drive-down rate.
SERVICE IS OUR BUSINESS

Q
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/ NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL

Located on College Avenue
at Hwy. 123, Clemson
(803) 654-3890
in S.C. dial toll free
1-800-327-9834

You're deep under the sea.
^Seare 4600 tons of nuclearpowered submarine around
you. Your mission- to preserve
2the peace.
Your job- to coordinate a
practice missile launch. Everything about the sub is state-ofthe-art, including you.
The exercise-a success. You're
part of that success and now
you're
you
re riding high.

I- In the nuclear Navy, you learn
quickly. Over half of America's
nuclear reactors are in the
Navy. And that means you get
hands-on experience fast.
You get rewarded fast, too.
With a great starting salary of
$22,000 that can build to as
much as $44,000 after five years.
And with training and skills
you'll use for a lifetime.
Then, whether you're in the

Meditecraneari^he Pacific or
the AtlanticiWherever you
move around the world, you'll
be moving~up in your career
and in the Navy7"^^_
F^
Find out more about an —
^xciting futureTRat you can ~
start today.
—^_j_
See your Navy Recmiteror ~
| ?
k«r^ ^ *! T i g<yV.o
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NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.
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WELCOME BACK, ALUMNI
— WEEKEND SPECIAL—
20" PARTY PIZZA WITH ANY 2 TOPPINGS
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Ground Beef, Green Peppers, Canadian Bacon, Black Olives, Green Olives, Sausage, Onions, Anchovies, Xtra Thick Crust.

$11.99

ONLY
DINE IN
TAKE OUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY

AND 4 ICE-COLD
GOOD FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-THRU OC1

MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY
12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT

BUY 1-10 "PIZZA

YOUR CHOICE

$

GET 2nd 10"PIZZA

SAME VALUE
YOUR CHOICE

* FOR 1 DOLLAR *
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

TUESDAY IS SPAGHETTI DINNER DAY
DINE IN ONLY — 12 NOON TIL 9 PM — DINE IN ONLY
SPAGHETTI + MEAT SAUCE DINNER + GARLIC BREAD + ICED TEA

$3.29

WEDNESDAY SUPER SAVER
MEDIUM 14" PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

PLUS

2 ICE COLD

$6.00 EVEN

DINE IN — FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY — CARRY OUT

THURSDAY IS FREE LARGE COKE DAY
1 Free With Any Foot-Long Sandwich
1 Free With Any 10" Pizza

3 Free With Any 16" Pizza

2 Free With Any 14" Pizza

4 Free With Any 20" Pizza

CARRY OUT
DINE IN
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

DIAL 654-6990
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Cavs look to end dry spell
with big win over Tigers

RT VICTORIA SQUARE
RCR0S8 FROM THE
POST OFFICE CLEHSOn

THE
MOVIE
HOUSE

654-7B4+

OUER 1 000

by Dan Dorroh
staff writer
The Clemson Tigers return to
Death Valley this weekend for a
12:20 p.m. televised showdown
with the Virginia Cavaliers.
Virginia, with a 3-1 record, is
coming off an impressive victory
over Duke 37-14. Clemson, meanwhile, is trying to bounce back
from three consecutive losses,
the latest being a 26-7 defeat at
the hands of Kentucky. The
Cavaliers will be the oddmakers'
choice for Saturday's game.
However, Virginia has never
beaten Clemson, a fact which
Virginia headcoach George
Welsh knows all to well.
"Our football program has
come a long way since I've been
here, but there are still some
things we need to accomplish.
Beating Clemson is one of those
things. We will never gain real
respectability in the conference
until we have beaten teams like
Clemson and Maryland."
Welsh feels this may be the
Virginia team to finally knock off
Clemson. With a lot of experienced
personnel, particularly on offense, the Cavaliers have rolled
up a lot of yardage and have
made few mistakes, having only
four turnovers compared to
Clemson's 18. The defense for
Virginia has been on the field
very little this year, a success formula that has worked well.
Offense
From their I-formation, the
Cavaliers have averaged 30
points a game. Most of the yardage has come on the ground,
where Virginia has rushed for
265 yards per game.
Barry Word is the leader of the

MOUIESI
INCLUDING TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION

990

EA. MOVIE

$K VCR's
%J Overnight

OPEN
MON-THU 10am-8pm
FRI-SAT 10am-10pm
SUNDAYS 1-6pm

file photo

Terrence Flagler rounds the corner on his way to a
touchdown in last year's 55-0 Tiger romp in Charlottesville.
rushing attack. So far this season left tackle.
the senior tailback has gained
Defense
481 yards on 69 carries for a 6.9
Virginia lines up in a 5-2
yard average. Another tailback,
Howard Petty, has also seen con- defense that depends heavily on
siderable action, rushing for 176 the performance of their linebackers, Russ Sevan and Charles
yards on 52 carries. Last week,
Virginia went to the fullback McDaniel. Sevan leads the team
position more often than usual in tackles with 48, while McDonald
and had 173 yards from that spot. is third with 34. Defensive end
Calling the signals for the Sean Scott, brother of former
Cavaliers is junior quarterback Clemson star Jim Scott, is seDon Majkowski. He has con- cond in tackles with 35. In the
nected on 45 of 84 passes this secondary, free safety Kevin
season for 532 yards, two touch- Gold has been a standout perdowns, and two interceptions. former with 23 tackles, 15 of
His favorite target is starting those being unassisted.
tight end Gene Zimmerlink who
Outlook
has 11 catches for 173 yards.
It's homecoming in Tigertown
Split end Jon Muha also has 11 this weekend. Enough said,
receptions for 148 yards.
Clemson will indeed be fired up.
Up front, the Cavaliers are
Virginia would love nothing
very experienced. Four seniors better than to "remove the monand a junior compose the front key from its back" and beat Clemline, including 1984 All-American son at its homecoming. The stage
Jim Dombrowski, who starts at is set for a hard-fought contest.

ARA
SERVICES
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE
CATERING AND SERVICE
PERSONNEL
Apply at Harcombe Dining Hall
Contact Steve Rumble at 656-2120

Come out to Riggs Field to see
the No. 1 ranked
Tiger Soccer Team
go against the 5th ranked
USC Gamecocks
Sunday at 2 p.m.
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Murphy mixes athletics, academics, and fun
by Mark Grahe
staff writer
Although junior Denise Murphy only
started playing volleyball in the ninth
grade, she might well be considered one of
the best players that Clemson volleyball
has ever known.

Player Profile
"My friends and I started playing
volleyball in ninth grade because we did
not know what else we should play,"
recalled Denise.
Born in Ohio, she then moved to California for six years. However, most of her
growing up and high school years were
spent in York Town, N.Y.
Before graduating from York Town
High School, Denise lettered in three
sports: basketball, soccer, and volleyball.
When she was a freshman at Clemson her
parents moved to Alexandria, Va., where
she currently lives.
Denise grew up in a family of five, with
two older brothers. "My two older brothers
were heavily involved in sports," Denise
said. "One works for the Washington
Capitals and the other plays for the
St. Louis Cardinals' minor league. They
were both a big help to me with sports."

Denise's parents were also a big help to
her. "They have not pushed me to do anything," Denise said. "They wanted me to
do what ever I wanted."
Although being recruited for volleyball,
Denise also likes the sport of soccer. "If
Clemson had a women's soccer team I
would like to try to play for them, but I do
not know if I would make the team,"
Denise said.
Denise decided to attend Clemson after
visiting the school. "I wanted to go South
because I had never experienced the
South and I wanted to be on my own,
away from home for a while," said Denise.
"During my visit I really liked the campus, and the people were very friendly."
During her free time, which seems to be
very limited even in the off-season, Murphy
likes to do a variety of things. She can frequently be found running or just taking a
relaxing walk. "I like to run and take a
walk because it is relaxing and helps me
think," Denise said.
Denise also likes to listen to music and
watch television. "I like to listen to the
Beatles and the Beach Boys, mostly
groups of the 60's and 70's," Denise said.
Although she likes to watch comedies
like the Cosby show, Leave It To Beaver,
and M*A*S*H, her favorite television programs are soap operas. "I hardly ever get
to watch it because it comes on during

Tim Crawford/staff photographer

Headin ? for home
Tiger first baseman Tom Thompson glides safely
into home plate in fall baseball action in Clemson. Coach
Wilhelm's Tigers have opened their fall season, providing
those die-hard baseball fans a sneak preview of next
year's squad.

practice, but my favorite soap is The
Guiding Light," said Denise.
When at home Denise is usually
laying out on the beach or shopping. "I
enjoy sun tanning and like to shop which
usually includes spending money," said
Denise.
Although she has little time for vacationing, Denise likes to travel. "I like to
travel because I like to see places and enjoy meeting many people," said Denise.
Denise would love to travel around the
world. However, if she only had a week's
vacation she would like to go down to the
Caribbean. "I would like to go to some
island where I could lay on the beach and
enjoy myself," said Denise.
At other times Denise likes to play football and basketball. "During the offseason my friends and I like to go down to
Fike and play basketball and sometimes
we go swimming," said Denise.
Although there is not too much of a
future in volleyball, Denise's future looks
very promising. At the moment her major
is zoology (pre-med), but she started out
majoring in biochemistry (pre-med).
After finishing college, which should be
next year, Denise plans to attend medical
school. "I am probably going to apply to
many schools, but I would like to go to
school more North like Michigan State or
University of Virginia," said Denise.

Denise Murphy
Denise would like to get into sports
medicine. "I would definitely like to continue with something that has to do with
sports—probably sports medicine on the
private or collegiate level," said Denise.
Denise does think that volleyball has
helped her grow. "It helps me organize
my time, meet a lot of people by traveling,
and make many good friends.'

Make
Ytardeer
a part of your
Homecoming
celebration.
For Your
convenience,

— — — — — — — — — —Coupon —-——"■

FREE DRINK OFFER—FOR EACH:
Any Large Pizza
Any Medium Pizza
Any Small Pizza

Receive One 2-liter Coke
Two Drinks
One Drink

LARGE THREE-TOPPING PIZZA
AND TWO-LITER COKE
REG. $11.75 FOR $9.90
(Thick crust may be substituted as a topping.)
NOT VALID WITH OTHER SPECIALS

Expires Dec. 31, 1985
Please tell phone person which coupon
or special to receive credit

FAST . . . FREE . . . DELIVERY
654-1103

COLUMBO'S PIZZA
Clemson's Lowest Prices

654-1103

will stay open
til 2 am.
Friday, Oct. 11.
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Netters have mixed success
by David Brandes
assistant sports editor
The men's and women's varsity tennis teams saw action last
week with somewhat different
outcomes. The men met with
mixed success, both at home in
the Clemson Fall Classic and on
the road at the Louisiana State
Invitational, while the women enjoyed an easy victory at the
South Carolina Invitational this
past weekend.
Mens
The men's varsity tennis team
was split last weekend with part
of the team traveling to LSU
while the remainder competed in
the Clemson Fall Classic.
The best performance of the
week, according to head coach
Chuck Kriese, was Brian Pages'
trek through the consolation
draw of the Clemson Fall Classic.
"Brian won five rounds of consolation in a row which I consider
to be a lot tougher than comming
through the main draw," said
Kriese. "Brian was a real ironman for us this weekend because
he had to play a total of 12
matches in two and a half
days—all on an injured ankle."
Page defeated four consolation
opponents on his way to defeating Maurico Severa of Anderson
6-1, 6-2 in the consolation finals.
Page then teamed with freshman
John Sullivan to defeat the number one doubles teams from
Michigan, Minnesota, and
Georgia Tech, as well as the
number two team from South
Carolina before falling 6-4, 4-6,
6-4 to Kentuckys' number one
tandem of Pat MaGee and Greg
Van Enberg.
"Brian totaled 26 sets over the
whole tournament and was really
durable," said Kriese. "John is
also a reckless player with great
intensity, and he and Brian made
a good team considering we just

stuck them together."
Another good performance was
recorded by Kent Kinnear who
reached the quarterfinals in the
Fall Classic via an exciting and
crowd-pleasing three hour and
ten minute marathon, which
gave Kinnear a 7-6, 3-6, 7-6 victory over Georgia's number oneseeded Trey Carter.
"Kent showed real guts in this
match; he had the whole crowd
held in suspense throughout the
match," said Kriese. "We call
him the Golden Thunder, and he
really struck in this match."
Kriese also singled out Jeff
Laymen for a solid performance
in the Fall Classic. "Jeff had two
good wins for us including a
match where he was down five
match points and pulled out the
win," said Kriese. "Jeff's hands
are so fast that he sometimes
steals points away—his opponents must think he's a bandit."
LSU
While most of the men's tennis
team was busy hosting the Fall^
Classic, four other Tigers travelled to Baton Rouge to compete in
the LSU Fall Invitational.
"This was not a particularly
good tournament for us," said
Kriese. "There were no real high
points but some promising
play."
Brandon Walters, competing
in his first tournament this year,
dropped two close matches
despite having match points in
both. Most notably was a heartbreaking 6-7, 7-6, 7-5 match to
Southern Cal's freshman Luke
Jensen.
Jensen was ranked number one
in the United States for 18-yearolds last year and was highly
recruited by many colleges due in
part to his unique ability to serve
equally effectively with either
hand.
"Brandon is just not match
tough yet, and we just can't ex-

pect him to win close matches until he gets a little more matches
under his belt," said Kriese.
"Still, he showed great guts coming back from a 5-2 deficit in the
third against Jensen only to drop
a close third set."
Women's
The women kicked-off their fall
season in high fashion this past
weekend sweeping three matches
in the USC Fall Invitational held
in Columbia, SC.
"This was a good tournament
for us to come together as team
because we had been playing
challenge matches all week and it
gave us an opportunity to
become a team," said Andy
Johnston, women's tennis coach.
The Lady Tigers defeated
Georgia and North Carolina by
identical 6-3 scores and finished
the tournament by downing Indiana 8-1. "This was a very satisfying win for us because we
hadn't beaten Indiana in three
years," said Johnston. "Overall,
it was a good, solid win—not outstanding, just solid."
Four Lady Tigers went undefeated for the tournament: Cathy
Hoffer, Ingelise Driehuis, Pam
Mennye, and Nicole Stafford all
had unblemished tournament
records.
"We got some real good performances from just about
everyone," said Johnston.
"What really pleased me was we
swept the doubles against UNC
and Indiana, which shows some
good improvement from last
year."
In the Indiana match, the
Tigers lost four of the first six
sets which put them in the hole
early. "Losing those sets put the
pressure on us early," said
Johnston. "We really pulled
together under the pressure,
which is a good sign that we are
starting to come together as a
team."
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Bring in this coupon to get your FREE Everyday Favorites Gift (Moisture Emulsion, Beige Luxiva
Liquid Creme Foundation, Cafe Rose Sheer
Blusher, Satin Cinnamon Lipstick, Blending
Sponge) with a purchase of $7.50.
This offer is good through October 31, 1985,
while supplies last. One to a customer.

mERLE noRmnn
College Place Mall
College Ave.
Clemson, SC 29631

The Place for the Custom Face

COSMETICS, GIFTS, and JEWELRY

4*

654-4600
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TCBV
The Country's Best Yogurt
None Of The Guilt
Is Here.
"TCBY" Yogurt
Present this Coupon and Receive

2 for 1
Small, Regular and Large

Smoothie Yogurt Cups
(Offer Expires 10/31/85)

LAKEVIEW PLAZA
HWY. 123 (Next to Winn-Dixie) • Clemson, S.C.
654-9506

TAPS cover contest
00

Prize $100

submit all entries
by Nov. 11, 1985
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As Clemson students grabbed The
Tiger on the way to their eight o'clock
classes last Friday, many stopped
dead in their tracks overcome with
amazement at what they read.

The Tiger
Picks
True, Tommy (Statistics is my life)
Trammell has turned in an incredible,
yet questionable performance, but
look at those picks—"They picked
Clemson?" many stammered.
After careful examination of last
week's Tiger picks, I'm sure many of
those stammering students would agree
that all the mistakes made last week
were not on the football field in
Kentucky.
Moving into a tie for first place this
week was Jerry (What does dad think
of the pierced ear?) Greenhill, thanks
to a 6-4 performance last week. Last
week, six Tiger pickers went 6-4,
which turned out to be the best performance by anyone for the entire week.
Tied with Jerry this week is Rob
(Where's the ring) Biggerstaff with a
41-19 mark. Only one game back is
Bob (Stringbean) EHis who dropped
from the top spot via a 4-6 performance last week,, Kim (Kewpie doll)
Norton, and Matt (So how do you feel
about the edit?) Mlynarczyk all with a
40-.20 mark.
Tumbling to the lowly 15 spot is
Brent (Can't drive 55) Bowlin whose
3-7 showing last week sets him back
to 35-25. Moving up in the ranks is
Tommy Trammell at 34-26, thanks to
an unbelievable 6-4 mark. Rumors
that Tommy is under NCAA investigation for point-shaving the Tiger
picks could not be confirmed due to
the sudden mysterious disappearance
of Spot the Wonder Dog and a large
sum of cash.
Last week's guest picker, Jim
Phillips, went 6-4 showing that the
"voice of the Tigers" is as good as any
Tiger picker. This week's guest picker
is Interim President Walter Cox. Hopefully Cox, a former Clemson football
player and dean of student affairs, can
restore respectability to the Tiger picks.
Last Week's Games:
Kentucky 26, Clemson 7
Pitt 42, USC 7
Army 59, Yale 16
Florida 20, LSU 0
Ga. Tech 31, UNC 0
UCLA 40, Arizona St. 17
Arizona 28, SMU 6
Illinois 31, Ohio State 28
Air Force 21, Notre Dame 15
Presbyterian 30, Wofford 28
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This Week's Games:
Virginia at Clemson
Duke at South Carolina
Florida St. at Auburn
Tennessee at Florida
Michigan at Michigan St.
Oklahoma at Texas
Alabama at Penn State
Arkansas at Texas Tech
LSU at Vanderbilt
S.C. State at Morgan State

GO, TIGERS,

PLFZ

HOMECOMING '85

FOOD STORES

KEGS
BUSCH-15.5 GAL.-$41.00 & DEP.
BUD-15.5 GAL.-S42.50 & DEP.
COORS -15.5 GAL. - s42.50 & DEP.
Natural Light-$2.39 6 PAK / $8.99 Case Lowenbrau-15.5 GAL.-$45.50 & DEP.
Budweiser-S2.69 6 PAK / $9.49 Case
(WE RESERVE KEGS-JUST CALL)!
Coors & Coors Lt. -s2.69 6 Pak/$9.49 Case
-654-2907-

GOOSENECKS

(DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON GOOSENECKS)
NAT. GUARD ARMORY

"TIGER FAVORITES"
MICHELOB CLASSIC DARK-$7.99 / CASE
NATURAL LIGHT CANS-$2.39 / 6 PAK
BUSCH-12-OZ. CANS-$4.19 / 12 PAK
COORS & COORS LT.-S5.59 / 12 PAK
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STONE CHURCH RD

233 PENDLETON RD

• BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY • 654-2907

